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Executive summary TCS Rainproof Oostenburg
In this research a neighborhood in the eastern part of the center of Amsterdam, Oostenburg, is
investigated and evaluated through a rainproof perspective. Rainproof is the name of an initiative to
create awareness and to move networks towards more resilience to extreme precipitation events within
Amsterdam. To avoid costly damages it is necessary to get insight in the current problems, the possible
measures to increase resilience and the current awareness of stakeholders in the area. This threefold
approach is placed in the context of Oostenburg, a neighborhood in an urban transformation process.

The following main question is posed:
“In what ways can the rainproof strategy be implemented in the transformation process of
Oostenburg?”
To retrieve the necessary insights to answer this question the main question is split up into three sub
questions. The first question describes the characteristics of the area in which it identifies the water
system bottlenecks and explains the hydrology. The second question concerns which technical measures
adapt against extreme precipitation events. The last sub question investigates the opportunities and
barriers of the stakeholders in the area. Additionally, to get information on their awareness, motivations
and barriers, semi-structured interviews and questionnaires are conducted to map and understand the
different visions and experiences and see which processes need facilitation. To summarize, the sub
questions are:
What are the bottlenecks related to rainwater in Oostenburg?
Which technical measures can be applied best to Oostenburg?
What are the opportunities and barriers for stakeholders related to Oostenburg to adapt to a rainproof
strategy and how can policy and governance contribute to this change?
The research consists of the four phases summarized below:
1
2

3
4

- General description of measures.
- Identify key stakeholders.
- Describe bottlenecks.
- Research measures on: Technical, energetical and ecological aspects.
- Start interviews and questionnaires.
- Integrate information between sub questions.
- Combine measures and bottlenecks to determine which measure is best applicable
- Conclude interviews and questionnaires.
- Analyse what could be implemented at what location by what stakeholder.
- Describe striking findings and conclusion.

Regarding the bottlenecks in the Oostenburg area it is found that the level of nuisance towards rainfall is
not high for most stakeholders. Few cases of floodings and nuisance were reported by residents. The
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groundwater level makes infiltration a decent option and the fact that the height of the area is 1 meter
above sea level makes water flow towards the canals possible. From the technical measures a SWOTanalysis is provided which gives information on the Strenghts, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats
of the measures addressed. The measures applicable to the area are:
-

Green / blue roofs;
Hollow streets;
Wadi;
Intensive drainage;
Local decoupling;
Infiltration.

From the stakeholder analysis several conclusions are drawn that can be summarized in three key
points. Firstly there is the need of a target group selection, for example house owners that have their
own responsibility and people who experience nuisance are likely to take measures. Secondly it is
important to inform people with clear tools on the costs and benefits. This could focus on
implementations that fit the target group. For the majority of residents, it is unlikely that they would
implement rainproof measures in their house in the current situation. Lastly there is the need for
effective participation. People who already feel involved with climate or the neighbourhood can be
triggered by local awareness actions as meetings or advertisement.
For integrating each sub question to answer the main question several topics need to be addressed. The
time dimension is very important, residents keep changing as the area is in transformation and existing
networks are not a solution on the long term. Stable actors in the area are house owners and the
municipality. Triggers and barriers are addressed to give opportunities for rainproof. The incentives are
in value creation and damage prevention. For residents, financial triggers are a key tool. The integration
is concluded with opportunities for implementation. In addition a decision tree is presented as a tool for
communication for the client.
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Samenvatting TCS Rainproof Oostenburg
In dit onderzoek is Oostenburg, een buurt in het oosten van het centrum van Amsterdam onderzocht en
geëvalueerd vanuit het perspectief van regenbestendigheid. Amsterdam Rainproof is de naam van het
initiatief om de bewustwording en het netwerk ter versterking van de weerbaarheid tegen extreme
regenbuien in Amsterdam te vergroten. Om kostbare schade te voorkomen is het belangrijk om inzicht
te krijgen in de huidige problemen, de mogelijke maatregelen en het huidige bewustzijn van de
stakeholders in dit gebied. Deze drievoudige benadering vindt plaats in de context van Oostenburg, een
buurt die door een transformatie proces gaat.
De volgende onderzoeksvraag is geformuleerd: “Op welke manieren kan de rainproof strategie
geïmplementeerd worden in het transformatie proces van Oostenburg?”
Om de nodige inzichten te vergaren om deze vraag te beantwoorden is deze onderzoeksvraag
opgesplitst in drie deelvragen. De eerste vraag beschrijft de karakteristieken van het gebied met daarin
de kenmerken en knelpunten van het watersysteem en de hydrologie. De tweede vraag omvat de
technische maatregelen die ingevoerd kunnen worden tegen extreme regenbuien. De laatste deelvraag
onderzoekt de mogelijkheden en obstakels van de stakeholders in het gebied. Hierbij zijn semigestructureerde interviews en enquêtes gehouden, om meer informatie te vergaren over het bewustzijn
de beweegredenen en obstakels. Dit om een beter beeld te krijgen van de verschillende visies en
ervaringen over de lokale problemen en om te zien welke processen gefaciliteerd moeten
worden. Samenvattend komt dit neer op de volgende deelvragen:
Wat zijn de knelpunten gerelateerd tot regenwater in Oostenburg?
Welke technische maatregelen zijn er het best toepasbaar in Oostenburg?
Wat zijn de mogelijkheden en obstakels voor de stakeholders die gerelateerd zijn aan Oostenburg om
regenproef te worden?
Het onderzoeksproces bestaat uit de volgende vier fases:
1

- Algemene beschrijving van maatregelen.
- Identificatie van de belangrijkste stakeholders.
2
- Het beschrijven van knelpunten.
- Onderzoek van maatregelen op technische, energetische en ecologische aspecten.
- Het afnemen van interviews en enquêtes.
- Integreren van informatie tussen verschillende deelvragen.
3
- Combineren van maatregelen en knelpunten om aan te geven welke maatregel het best
toepasbaar is.
- Afronden van interviews en enquêtes.
4
- Analyseren welke maatregelen toepasbaar zijn op welke locatie en door welke stakeholder.
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- Beschrijven van de belangrijkste bevindingen en conclusies.
Wat betreft de knelpunten in Oostenburg is de bevinding dat er weinig wateroverlast wordt ervaren
gedurende zware regenval. In een klein aantal gevallen wordt er melding gemaakt van overstroming of
klachten door de bewoners. Het grondwater niveau maakt infiltratie mogelijk en door het feit dat het
gebied één meter boven het grondwaterpeil ligt kunnen er afvoer mogelijkheden worden toegepast.
Van de technische maatregelen is een SWOT-analyse gemaakt, die informatie geeft over de sterke en
zwakke punten en de mogelijkheden en bedreigingen van de beschreven maatregelen. De volgende
maatregelen kwamen hier positief uit:
-

Groene en blauwe daken;
Holle straten;
Wadi;
Open water afvoer;
Lokale ontkoppeling;
Infiltratie.

Uit de stakeholders analyse kunnen drie belangrijke conclusies worden getrokken. Ten eerste is het
belangrijk doelgroepen te selecteren, zoals bijvoorbeeld huiseigenaren die hun eigendom kunnen
beheren en mensen die ervaring hebben met overlast. Zij zullen eerder maatregelen nemen. Ten
tweede is het belangrijk om mensen te informeren door middel van heldere middelen met betrekking
tot de kosten en de baten van mogelijke maatregelen, die geschikt zijn voor specifieke doelgroepen.
Voor de meerderheid van de bewoners is het onwaarschijnlijk dat zij rainproof maatregelen nemen in
hun eigen huis in de huidige situatie. Als laatste is er de behoefte aan efficiënte participatie. Mensen die
zich al betrokken voelen met het milieu of de buurt kunnen geprikkeld worden door lokale acties als
ontmoetingen en reclames ten behoeve van de bewustwording.
Om de onderzoeksvraag te kunnen beantwoorden moeten de afzonderlijke deelvragen worden
geïntegreerd. De tijddimensie is heel belangrijk, omdat het gebied en de bewoners vanwege de
transformatie zullen blijven veranderen. Huidige netwerken zijn hier geen oplossing voor de lange
termijn. Stabiele stakeholders in het gebied zijn huiseigenaren en de gemeente. Triggers en obstakels
zijn geadresseerd door oplossingen te benoemen voor rainproof. Motivaties zijn waarde creëren en
schade te voorkomen. Voor bewoners zijn financiële prikkels een belangrijke manier. De integratie is
afgesloten met een beslissingsboom en het schetsen van implementatie opties.
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1. Introduction
Climate change will pose several challenges to societies worldwide. The most important threat of
climate change in the case of urban areas in the Netherlands is more extreme precipitation events. In
Amsterdam an extreme precipitation event is defined by rainfall that exceeds 70 mm per hour (Klein
Tank & Lendrik, 2009). This especially creates problems to the low lying areas that are thereby even
more vulnerable to inundation from incoming water flows and subject to an increased necessity of
drainage. The main challenge of urban areas that lie below sea level will be the implementation of a
range of adaptations to these expected heavy rainfall events and subsequent possible urban flooding
(Mailhot et al., 2010).
The initiative Amsterdam Rainproof was founded by Waternet to anticipate to these future flooding
events. Waternet is the agency that takes care of all the water related issues in Amsterdam. The
initiative has the ambition to make use of existing governmental infrastructure and bottom up initiatives
to implement rainproof strategies (Amsterdam Rainproof, 2014). To make use of these existing
networks would be, in the eyes of Amsterdam Rainproof, more cost-effective than large top down
infrastructural projects. This ambition will be referred as “The Rainproof Strategy”.
The objectives of Amsterdam Rainproof are fourfold: It strives for the integration of low scale measures
and the mind-set of Amsterdam’s’ inhabitants in order to create awareness (1) regarding the more
intensive rainfall events in the future and to prevent water damage (2) to occur. The initiative wants to
make use of existing networks (3) to implement its strategies. And Amsterdam Rainproof wants to
create value (4) out of rainwater where possible.
The geographical boundary of the research is defined by the neighbourhood Oostenburg in Amsterdam,
consisting of three sub-area’s: Oostenburg North, Oostenburg Southwest and the Czaar Peterstraat
Area. It is an interesting neighbourhood because it is very dynamic and in transformation.
Neighbourhoods are simultaneously places where community is formed and where households and
investors amass wealth and accumulate profit (Beauregard, 1990); residents and investors with different
characteristics than the ones before enter the neighbourhood, as a consequence the values of land use
can change and with it the spatial appearance of the neighbourhood (Dowall & Treffeisen, 1991). This
means the neighbourhood is transforming and a process of gentrification is going on.
It is in the interest of Amsterdam Rainproof to research the opportunities of implementing adaptation
measures against the consequences of an extreme rainfall event. Therefore it is important to know who
the main stakeholders are that will need to be triggered to incorporate adaptations in their policies,
what the local stakeholders can add to fulfil this goal and in what manner they will participate. It is
thereby in the stakeholders’ interest that recommendations are established regarding suitable measures
for the area. These recommendations provide insights about their opportunities regarding rainproof.
These should be tested on two grounds:
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1. If a measure is interesting to the stakeholder(s), whether they match with their
motivations, triggers and barriers.
2. If they are technically suitable regarding the physical conditions of the area.
This leads to the following main research question:
In what ways can the rainproof strategy be implemented in the transformation process of Oostenburg?
To answer this main question three sub-questions will be used:
-

What are the bottlenecks related to rainwater in Oostenburg?

-

Which technical measures can be applied best to Oostenburg?

-

What are the opportunities and barriers for stakeholders related to Oostenburg to adapt to a
rainproof strategy and how can policy and governance contribute to this change?
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2. Methodology
To answer the research question a trans disciplinary approach is necessary. This case is executed by
seven students, which are all obligated to write individual parts. This asks for a certain division of tasks
that must be sufficient on individual base and thereby needs explicit attention for integration during the
entire process. The main segregation is done by the division between the measures analysis and the
stakeholder analysis. The measure analysis is split up in three parts of which the third is subdivided in
three parts. The analysis begins in chapter 3 with the bottlenecks and the hydrology of the water
system. This chapter is analysed from a Water Science & management perspective.
The technical measures then exists out of an array of solutions in which a better overview is created by
implanting it in one chapter, chapter 4, with three clear disciplinary subdivisions. The solutions within
this chapter thus contain for each measure an analysis from the point of view of: the energy system, the
ecological system and the technical implacability, combining perspectives among the Energy & resources
and Global change & ecosystems tracks and Water Science & management.
The stakeholder analysis is split up in three parts in chapter 5: institutional stakeholders, public and
commercial organizations and transformation by citizens and by from the perspectives of the
International Development track. This distribution of tasks puts more emphasis on collaboration. The
following Table shows how the analysis stages are set up in order to clarify the process to the reader:
Table 2.1. Analysis process table

Stages

Measure analysis

Stakeholders
analysis

Stage
1

General description of the
possible measures that are
available described with local
implacability.

Identification of key
stakeholders in and for
Oostenburg.

Description of the bottlenecks.

Conversation with the
institutional
stakeholders, public and
commercial
organizations and
citizens by means of
questionnaires and
interviews with suited
stakeholders.

Stage
2

Within the possible measures,
a research towards the
ecological-, and energy system.
Also a substantiation of the
technical implementation of
the measures.

Stage
3

Implementation of the
outcomes between the
bottlenecks and the technical
measures by which it is known

Integration

Exchange of
information.
Identified
stakeholders are
taken into account in
the measures
analysis.
Use of measures as
suggestions for
stakeholders.

Extract conclusions out
of the questionnaires
and the interviews.
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which measure is most suitable
for what specific location in
Oostenburg. This contains a
trade of matrix on which
choices can be made.
Stage
4

Analysis of which
preferred solution
could be
implemented at a
location that is
wanted by a
stakeholder, has
financial feasibility.
Describe striking
findings and
conclusions after the
integration between
the measure analysis
and stakeholder
analysis.

This staged set-up describes the steps that are taken and highlights the headlines of the methodology.
The four stages show that the process evolves from phase to phase with a clear overall integration
process. In this process the conversation with the stakeholders is of importance to every phase.
Therefore, the decision has been made that all group members participate in the interviewing of larger
stakeholders and conduct the surveys amongst the residents. In this manner everybody gains increased
knowledge of the local characteristics and opinions. As described further in the Figure 2.1, the
bottlenecks as well as the hydrological conditions are evaluated taking into account the physical
characteristics of the neighbourhood. Moreover, technical measures are identified taking again into
account their feasibility in the neighbourhood. The solutions that are most advisable and the location of
local bottlenecks will also derive from stakeholders’ insights. The implementation of the suitable
measures is also dependent on aspects like their cost and effectiveness. Finally, stakeholders’ triggers
and barriers to implement the measures are explored.
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Figure 2.1 Methodology flow chart

Also, two other groups (group 10 and 11) are researching a case in Amsterdam for Amsterdam Rainproof
which contains a maintenance- and a development area. To achieve a more complete end result a close
interaction is set up between the groups. As an outline of the same topics are addressed and specialists
groups are made to exchange information along persons that are investigating similar problems. Also
agreements are made to contact the overarching stakeholders to counter double or even triple
meetings with these institutions. Results from interviews are exchanged.
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3. Characteristics of Oostenburg and the bottlenecks of its water
system
3.1 Introduction
Oostenburg, located at the east side of the center of Amsterdam, gathers different characteristics than
the typical center of Amsterdam, with a combination of creative sheds and residential buildings.
Oostenburg can be subdivided in three areas (Figure 3.1). The northern part of Oostenburg was
developed in the 17th century when it was owned by the Dutch East India Company. Later on it was
used to fabricate trains and engines. Now all the big industry has disappeared and mainly smaller
commercial initiatives came in its place . The largest economic sector consists of service related
companies, often located in the old industrial buildings but also in newer office parks. New initiatives are
expected in for instance the Van Gendthallen and this will be complemented with housing, probably for
the creative class (Van Baaren, 2010). Oostenburg Southwest is a residential area and the Czaar
Peterstraat Area (the street itself, two parallel roads and their sideways) is commercial and residential.
These two other parts of Oostenburg are in the middle of a gentrification process.
From the moment that the city of Amsterdam was founded water issues had to be taken into account
when building on new areas. The maximum density of buildings for instance depend on soil
characteristics like water content and compressibility. Also important is that the water level should be
kept at the right level and therefore rainwater should be drained in a controlled manner. These water
considerations were and are also relevant for Oostenburg. In the 17th century the maximum amount of
people living and working in Oostenburg had already to be determined in the development process of
the island. The weak and wet soil imposed this maximum and also led to the development of a drainage
system with channels, mills and sluices. (Van Baaren, 2010). The drainage system of Oostenburg has still
to be checked, evaluated and maintained regularly by the municipality and water board. Partly due to a
fine network of channels it is not a very vulnerable area when considering intense rainfall events.
According to a potential water nuisance map called WOLK(water nuisance map), potential water
accumulation in Oostenburg can be relatively problematic on a few spots and quite problematic at one
spot in the very south of Oostenburg (see Figure 3.2) (Amsterdam Rainproof, 2014). But this map is not
precise and the information is based on quite some assumptions. For instance the absence of direct
infiltration possibilities is unrealistic in parks and a uniform sewer capacity of 20 mm/h is not realistic. To
be able to make sound recommendations for Oostenburg it is necessary to investigate its characteristics,
water system and drainage bottlenecks more thoroughly.
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Figure 3.1. The area of Amsterdam Oostenburg with the three subareas (Google Maps)

3.2 Research objectives, questions and methods
In order to make Oostenburg more Rainproof technical measures are needed and therefore it is crucial
to know where the bottlenecks in the water system are exactly. More information about the bottlenecks
is needed and to put this in a proper context the character of the neighbourhood and of its specific parts
should be known. Therefore this chapter has two main targets. To describe and evaluate the
characteristics of the different parts of Oostenburg and to investigate the bottlenecks in the water
system of Oostenburg. The first target can be achieved by answering the following main question:
What are the characteristics of the Oostenburg neighbourhood?
To answer this question a twofold approach is chosen. Literature, websites by locals and other useful
information is gathered from the internet as a first approach. This is complemented with our own
impression of the area that we gain during our questionnaires, interviews and visits to research local
characteristics. To establish the link between the characteristics of the neighbourhood at the one hand
and to evaluate which measures can/have to be taken the following second main question has to be
answered:
What are the current bottlenecks in the water system in and around Oostenburg?
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This question will be answered with the use of two different methods. The different stakeholders will be
interviewed to retrieve local and specialized information. Secondly the stakeholders that will be
interviewed will be asked if they have experience with water problems in the past or if they know about
bottlenecks in the systems. And finally the neighbourhood is already examined visually in the form a
quick explorative scan and this will be done more intensively to find local vulnerabilities against flood
occurrences.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Characteristics of Oostenburg
The different parts Oostenburg have an array of different functions that all deal with precipitation
(excesses) differently. Large open parking spaces require for example a different rain collection strategy
than concentrated houses. The different parts Oostenburg can be divided according to their function in
five categories: residential buildings, commercial and institutional buildings, public urban space, public
green space and water. These characteristics will be described in this paragraph to increase the
knowledge of the applicability of different measures.
Residential buildings
Residential buildings can be found in the area around Czaar Peterstraat and in the southwestern part of
Oostenburg. At the Czaar Peterstraat they are partly transformed, but most of the buildings will not be
changed in the coming years. In the southwestern part of Oostenburg there are no major changes
expected in the coming years, besides one major building project that currently is carried out, the
Wiener project. From June 2014 onwards about forty houses are being built in this project at the water
south of the Touwbaan and west of Oostenburgervoorstraat. When acted soon after the moment of the
writing of this report rainproof measures could be still implemented in their building process (Wiener en
Co, 2014).
Almost no residents are situated in the northern part as this is old industrial terrain. But the current
transformation of the old buildings means possibilities for new housing. Nadia Duinker, the founder of
beachcafe Roest expects that new housing is expected to be built around Roest, but she does not know
about concrete plans (Nadia Duinker, personal communication, 17 October 2014). To make existing
residential buildings more rainproof can be achieved differently than with newly constructed or
transformed buildings. This will be further explained in chapter 4.

Commercial and Institutional buildings
The commercial and institutional buildings in Oostenburg are in the entire area, but concentrated in the
northern part with large warehouses and the Czaar Peter street with commercial companies and
restaurants. The old warehouses have large surface areas and thus lots of opportunities to decouple
rainwater from the system. In the other parts it is more difficult, because there for instance restaurants
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are situated underneath a housing block and thus cannot take direct measures themselves.
Public urban space
The public urban space is under maintenance of the municipality and Waternet and has relatively large
surface areas. Thereby most of the water nuisance origins in case of large precipitation events from
water from the streets because the sewage capacity is designed on 20 mm/hour and this is can be
exceeded, for instance in the intense rainfall event on the 28th of July 2014. Therefore it is very
important to make public urban spaces more rainproof by implementing measures that are locally
applicable. Oostenburg has low traffic rates on most streets so there is not much pollution from cars.
Therefore one of the possibilities is that rainwater might be drained to the surface water fast and
immediately.
Public green space
In Oostenburg there is one park situated in the center of the area and most streets have trees. The park
is already decoupled from the sewer system so this is a good rainproof example. Also some parts are still
undeveloped and it will be good to research the possibilities for greening these areas. Also more green
could be implemented in the form of grass and bushes, especially in the northern part of Oostenburg.
Water
The strength of the water system in Oostenburg is that the neighbourhood is surrounded by canals and
that there is even one canal inside the area. Therefore a substantial part of the precipitation can be
transported immediately towards the canals. It does not seem feasible and necessary to construct more
water storage, but a more extensive or faster drainage towards the canals could also be a measure. A
separated sewer system is also advisable on the long term as it now contains a mixed sewer system.

3.3.2. Bottlenecks of Oostenburg
Several methods have been used to identify bottlenecks in the drainage system of Oostenburg. First
the results from the interviews and questionnaires will be discussed and after that the bottlenecks in
specific different parts of Oostenburg will be dealt with.
Interviews:
Interviews were held with stakeholders with a large impact on the area. This excludes residents, but
includes for instance Stadsgenoot, the largest property owner. In contradiction with the expectations
when planning this research there were no stakeholders that reported major problems with water
they experienced in the past. Maybe the relatively low groundwater Table can explain that there were
no incidents of for instance floodings worth mentioning. But a large part of the stakeholders is not
present in the area for a long time so it could also be the case that some were lucky so far. However,
with one stakeholder there was a discussion that indicated perspectives on technical measures.
Stadsgenoot, the owner of a large part of the buildings in Oostenburg North, indicated the roof of one
of the biggest buildings, INIT, as a place for possible rainwater collection with its surface of 1,5 acre.
Although this is the business of the municipality, Stadsgenoot suggested next to this to make streets
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steeper in order to drain the water to the canal directly. This indicates a chance on the installation of a
separated sewer system. The interviews are analysed more in depth in chapter 5.
Questionnaires:
58 residents were randomly selected to be questioned about their experiences with water problems,
how they deal with this and their perception of the transformation of Oostenburg. In this paragraph
the first topic of the three is relevant and the questions posed gave the following results towards
bottlenecks. About 30 percent of the questioned residents experienced nuisance because of the
extreme rainfall event on July the 28th 2014. These people all mentioned street or basement
floodings and three of them pointed to the sewer as an explanation. About 60 percent of the
questioned people experienced precipitation nuisance in the past 5 years and these nuisances were
floodings of sinks, sewages and streets.
The people that experienced nuisance in the past five years, so including the 28th of July 2014, are
separated according to their location. Clearly visible in Table 3.1 is that more response was gathered
from the Czaar Peterstraat and Conradstraat than from other streets.
Table 3.1. Experiences of water nuisances in different streets in Oostenburg. CPA= Czaar Peterstraat
Area, OSW= Oostenburg Southwest. (See Figure 3.1)
Street and area between
Total number of
Number of people that
Number of people
brackets
questionnaires
experienced nuisance
that experienced
executed
because of 28th of June
nuisance in the past 5
cloudburst
years
Admiraliteitstraat (OSW)
2
1
2
Blankenstraat (CPA)
1
0
0
Boulevardpad (OSW)
2
1
1
Conradstraat (CPA)
21
8
14
Croquistraat (CPA)
2
0
2
Czaar Peterstraat (CPA)
17
6
8
Eerste Leeghwaterstraat
2
0
0
(CPA)
Nieuwe Oostenburgerdwarsstraat (OSW)
Oostenburgerstraat (OSW)
Oostenburgervoorstraat
(OSW)
Touwbaan Centrum (OSW)
Zeeburgerstraat (CPA)
Total CPA
Total OSW
Total

1

0

0

1
4

0
0

0
1

4
1
44
14
58

1
0
14 (0,3 of total)
3 (0,2 of total)
17 (0,3 of total)

3
1
25 (0,6 of total)
7 (0,5 of total)
32 (0,6 of total)
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Czaar Peterstraat Area
The water nuisance map (WOLK, Figure 3.2) created by Amsterdam Rainproof does not indicate
Oostenburg in general as an area with a high vulnerability. An exception is the area around Czaar
Peterstraat (see Figure 3.1) that is indicated as a more vulnerable area since water remains on the
surface. The visual inspection learned that there is a lot of impermeable surface there like paved streets
that allows too much to drain too fast to the sewer (Field visit, 2014). Also sewer inlets are located on
the sidewalk, which does not drain towards the street, but towards the houses that often contain
basements. This is confirmed by the questionnaires carried out in this area as can be seen in Table X.
About half of the people in Czaar Peterstraat and Conradstraat experienced flooded basements or
flooded streets. A measure to tackle this problem could focus on the infiltration possibilities that are
apparent because of the relatively low lying groundwater level (Waternet monitoring wells, 2014).
Oostenburg Southwest
The most threatened part of the area is the square indicated in purple. This is a private square that
during visiting a local inhabitant turned out to be a very low lying park. Probably a lot of water is
concentrated there in case of a heavy rainfall event, also from all the roofs around it. The inhabitant that
was questioned said that there were often pools on the square but that he didn’t experience nuisance
because of it (Inhabitant, personal communication 10, October 2014. As can be seen in Table 3.1 about
half of the people interviewed in South-West Oostenburg experienced water nuisance in the past five
years. As there are no people living in Oostenburg North (yet), no people were questioned there.

Fig. 2. WOLK map, (Amsterdam Rainproof, 2014) The old industrial area of Oostenburg is not pointed out as vulnerable,
however the Czaar Peterstraat and its surrounding residential area that we will also take into account is pointed out as
vulnerable. White means no water accumulation, light blue is less accumulation, the darker blue is more accumulated
water and with purple the most vulnerable areas are indicated. The map is the outcome of a simulation of a rainfall event
with 100 mm precipitation per hour.
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3.4 Hydrology
Height of the soil
The height of the soil in Oostenburg relative to the sea level, which in the whole area is very similar to
the groundwater level, differs substantially. In the industrial part of Oostenburg North the height above
sea level is between 0,5 and 1 meter as seen in Figure 3.3 In the south western part this is between 1
and 2,5 meters. The park is the lowest point and this is good as not a lot of damage can be caused there.
The area around the Czaar Peterstraat lies between 0,8 and 1,5 meters above sea level. This means that
the area is quite high and that it lies above the regular water level of the channels. Which makes it hard
for the surface water to create nuisance into the area and creates the option of drainage towards the
open water (ahn, 2014).

Figure 3.3 Birds-eye view on Oostenburg with the height above sea level indicated with colours (Actueel
Hoogtebestand Nederland, 2014)
Precipitation averages and extremes
The data from the KNMI station at Schiphol is the closest official climate data center near Amsterdam.
The values given give insight in the hydrological quantities. The average temperature is 10,2 degrees
with an average minimum of 6,4 degrees and maximum of 13,8. The average precipitation is 838 mm
per year, it rains 7% of the time, and the evaporation is 591 mm per year. The amount of precipitation is
quite averaged out over the year, but the average duration in summer is shorter and therefore the
intensity is higher (KNMI, 2014).
Type of soil
The soil is quite homogenous throughout Amsterdam as can be seen in the cross section of Amsterdam
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in Figure 3.4. All surface is heightened by a meter to a few meters. In the old parts of Amsterdam,
including Oostenburg, this heightening is done by dirty sludge and sand out of the channels. This is
mostly contaminated and therefore the state of the soil is classified as class 4 which means that the soil
cannot be used without permission (De Gans, 2011). Nadia Duinker confirmed in an interview that the
soil around her cafe is contaminated because of industrial activity that took place around the Van
Gendthallen for centuries (Nadia Duinker, personal communication, 17 October 2014).

Figure 3.4: A cross section of the soil of Amsterdam (De Gans, 2011)
The upper part of the soil is permeable due to the sand, which is of large influence of the possible
implementation of measures. Beneath this a small layer of peat which is known as a soil with a very low
permeability that is hard to infiltrate. But with regard to possible measures this is no problem as this
layer is below groundwater level so no water can infiltrate in that layer in Amsterdam anyway.
Groundwater level
The groundwater level is given by Waternet by means of online monitoring wells. These are abstracted
in this case. The groundwater level in the industrial part in the northwest is unknown as no groundwater
wells are available. In the southwestern part one well is available which shows a groundwater level
between 0,95 and 1,25 compared to the surface level. On the Oostenburgergracht, the most southern
part of the area, this is approximately 2,3 meters. In the area around the Czaar Peterstraat there are
substantially more wells and the groundwater level there varies between 0,8 and 1,2 meters in the
southeastern part and between 1 and 1,3 meters (Waternet monitoring wells, 2014).
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The groundwater level is due to the heightened surface quite high for an urban area in the Netherlands.
The difference between the soil level and the groundwater level is sufficient for implementing a large
array of measures. As infiltration requires a minimum groundwater level of 0,75 meter for example.
Water system level
The water level of the channels in Amsterdam are regulated on -0,4 meter below sea level. As the
surface level is at lowest 0,5 meter above sea level this means no inundation from the channels into the
streets is possible and opportunities of drainage towards open water are possible.
Sewer system
The Amsterdam sewer system is separated for 75 percent. Oostenburg has for a large part a combined
sewer system according to Waternet. This system is less efficient as it combines rainwater and
wastewater as opposite to the separated sewer system. To prevent overflowing, 40 storage settling
tanks are constructed under the pavement of Amsterdam. These tanks can store the excess rainwater
during heavy rainfall events. If the basin is to small the least polluted part of the basin will overflow
because the largest part of the pollution has settled. After the rainfall the basin is pumped to the
purification installation and basin and lines will be cleaned (Van Baaren, 2010).
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4 Technical measures to reduce threats of extreme precipitation
events
Introduction
Plenty of technical measures to handle excess rainwater are known and developed. However, the
economic crisis during the last years caused less possibilities for implementation of large infrastructural
measures. Several methods for adaptation to pluvial flooding are known to be effective, but are costly.
Therefore local applicability and understanding of the system are crucial in the current vision of
Rainproof (Rainproof, 2014). Many small, effective and customized solutions can count as a big measure
together. In addition the transformation processes that takes place in Oostenburg could be adapted to
future extreme rainfall when rainproof measures are implemented directly. When a road has to be
maintained, it can better be made permeable for example.
In this chapter the in depth technical aspects are described specifically for each measure. The leading
question of this chapter is: Which technical measures can be applied best to Oostenburg? The analysis
contains the technical implication, costs and effectiveness. This is of importance to create a general idea
about the measure and whether it will be feasible or not.
Complementary to the technical analysis it is useful to provide arguments that show additional benefits.
In an energy specific context, this can be related to the savings achieved for the different stakeholders,
whether these are large institutions, commercial parties or local residents. Additionally, the solutions
that are presented are assessed on their effects on the quality of the living environment. The analysis
includes effects on water quality1 as this is most relevant in the case of rainwater (retention), but
rainproof solutions can have additional benefits on the quality of the environment: more urban green
for example increases infiltration of rainwater but simultaneously increases biodiversity and decreases
air pollution. Assessing possible ecological designs will be beneficial for the purpose of increasing water
quality, local biodiversity, environmental health and therefore the quality of life of the residents which
makes it of extra interest for implementation. Examples such as green roofs and bioretention ponds are
discussed from an ecological point of view.
The chapter ends with a SWOT analysis in which the strengths, weaknesses opportunities and threats
will be shown for each measure. In a short conclusion the outcome of the SWOT analysis is summarized.
Methods
The variety of measures that is presented is established by literature review and a process of expert
consultancy (interviews with Waternet and ‘Dienst Ruimtelijke Ordening’ for example). For each spatial
purpose with its own stakeholder(s) several measures are given as an advice. This advice contains a
1

Rainwater can contain several polluting substances, depending on the runoff surface. These include: metals; heavy metals;
PAH’s (polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons); and nutrients. Metals and heavy metals mostly originate from roof runoff. Polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons are found in fossil fuels, road runoff can contain high concentrations of PAH’s. Samples of storm water
taken by Rioned on several locations in Amsterdam do not indicate presence of the above mentioned molecules higher than the
norm (de Graaf et al., 2013).
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description, technical features and if applicable the additional value from an energetic, water quality
and biodiversity point of view to create a holistic approach on each measure. Some measures do not
directly influence energy use, water quality and biodiversity and these aspects are then not included.
Local applicability
A selection is made for the most important measures that could be implemented in the neighbourhood
Oostenburg. To find the measures that are locally best applicable five categories are distinguished:
residential buildings, commercial/institutional buildings, public urban space, public green space and
water, the same as described in chapter three. An overview of the selected measures is given in Table
4.1.
Table 4.1. Overview of the selected measures for the distinguished categories.

Spatial planning
purpose

Residential /
Commercial buildings

Public urban
space

Public green
space

Water

Measures

Green garden.
Green roofs.
Blue roofs.
Local decoupling.
Grey water systems.

Hollow streets.
Infiltration.
Retention
ponds.

Grass, trees and
bushes.
Wadi.

(Open)
drainage.

There exist several possibilities for the residential buildings, the distinction between residential and
commercial properties is mainly made because the scale of housing and their budget set them apart. The
technical implementation however is the same as for residential buildings, while commercial properties
offer more large scale solutions with economies of scale and are thus more effective. The measures
possible for the urban space are often the responsibility of institutional stakeholders with more financial
power, but also with slower adaptation speed. Measures for larger amounts of storage are possible and
often the moments of implementation, when there is no urgency, are part of maintenance programmes
or new development. For example the parking area near Wiener & Co will be changed into a public park
in the future: with future extreme rainfall in mind this could turn into a main water storage element for
the area of Oostenburg. The public green areas have the same stakeholders and ancillary characteristics
as the public urban space described above. The last category is water, which is relatively well regulated.
The possibility in Oostenburg is to create (open) drainage towards and to connect water systems with
culverts. As the channels have large capacity and are part of a very large system only the drainage
towards open water will be discussed.
In the following paragraphs the previous mentioned measures are elaborated on, at the end of each
measure its local applicability is described for the neighbourhood and costs and effectiveness are
assessed on a scale of -- (in relative order: inapplicable, expensive, ineffective) to ++ (in relative order:
suitable, cheap, effective). Costs are given on a relative scale, as we agreed in communication with our
client that exact numbers would not be useful to obtain: exact costs vary with time, location and scale of
implementation and are therefore not that insightful. Effectiveness is also given on a relative scale as
our client emphasized that no total storage capacity was needed, the focus is rather on the prevention
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of flooding and local suitability. In the SWOT analysis, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats
are identified for the measures in their suggested local settings in Oostenburg.

4.1 Residential buildings
The possibilities for residential buildings are extensive, but it is important to emphasize the small scale
possibilities towards the inhabitants as they often lack the urgency or financial means. A measure has in
general small effect on the water balance as residential buildings cover relative small surface area per
individual. Altogether this could actually still deliver a large contribution towards a rainproof
Oostenburg. Awareness by residents could also increase urgency by institutional/commercial
companies. The measures researched for residential buildings are explained in this paragraph.

4.1.1 Green garden
By increasing the number of green gardens in Oostenburg there will be a decrease in impervious surface
and the green surfaces increase natural infiltration of water towards the groundwater (Nyc
environmental protection, 2011). This solution is only feasible for residents with a garden. Many gardens
nowadays are impervious paved gardens. Replacing paved gardens by green gardens increases natural
infiltration (see Figures 4.1 and 4.2). Green gardens are a cheap solution, but require a certain level of
maintenance and willingness from the resident (Woonwijzer Media, 2013). The implementation of a
green garden has in this research characteristics of a rain garden (Rioned, 2009).
Technical
The technical implementation requires, very straightforward, more green areas within a garden. Paved
gardens often lead directly towards the sewer system, this is even more the case with gardens in front
of the house since wells are more often situated there. This is unwanted as the runoff coefficient of
impervious surface is between the 0.9 (90%) and 1 (100%) and the runoff coefficient of soil with
vegetation is between 0.05 (5%) and 0.2 (20%) as shown in Table 4.2. A high runoff coefficient thus
means more runoff towards the sewer system. This means that green gardens relieve pressure on the
sewer system by infiltration and evapotranspiration (Waterfall, 2006). As Oostenburgs’ top layer
consists of sand soils this will thus be an effective method by means of groundwater runoff, delayed
sewer runoff, local retention and an improvement of the quality of the environment (chapter
hydrology).
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Table 4.2. (Waterfall, 2006). Runoff coefficients for different surfaces (Waterfall, 2006)
Runoff coefficients
High
Low

Roof:
Metal, gravel, asphalt, shingle, fiber, glass, mineral paper.
Paving:
Concrete, asphalt.
Gravel:
Soil:
Flat, bare.
Flat, with vegetation.
Lawns:
Flat, sandy soil.
Flat, heavy soil.

0.95 0.90
1.00 0.90
0.70 0.25
0.75 0.20
0.60 0.10
0.10 0.05
0.17 0.13

Green gardens furthermore help to reduce the air temperature and surface temperatures. A modeled
study conducted for a Greece scenario showed that for various combinations of plants and trees an
average annual reduction in surface temperature of 3 degrees was established, which provided extra
cooling during summer. Air temperature did change by slightly smaller amounts (reduction of 0.8 - 0.2
degrees) (Tsiline et al., 2014). Extrapolating these results to the area of Oostenburg gives the idea that
an increase of green in the area can help to mitigate the urban heat island effect and provide small
cooling benefits in the area, increasing the comfort of living and saving small amounts of energy on
warmer days.
In general a green garden offers a higher biodiversity than a paved garden. There are several
recommendations to increase the biodiversity in private gardens even further. An example is leaving
dead wood in the garden, this practice traps litter and organic debris, in this way a humid microclimate
is maintained that may be suitable for many groups of organisms (mites, spiders, snails, slugs and
worms) (Gaston et al., 2003). Another example is leaving nettle patches that provide food for
caterpillars of several moth species, hoverflies and wasps (Gaston et al., 2003).
Local applicability
The maintenance required by residents is a side effect as this could reduce motivation for a green
garden. Costs are marginal in comparison to a paved garden. It could also be the case that a resident
would not want an increase of biodiversity which comes along with a green garden as the animals
described previously are not always considered to be a positive aspect. Also relatively few gardens are
present in Oostenburg which reduces the option for quantitative water storage and thus effectiveness.
However, as green gardens are a relatively easy solution and they are less costly than many other
solutions that will be described, encouraging green gardens will be an useful step in creating a
neighbourhood that is more adapted to extreme rainfall events. The implacability of a green garden is
easy, but restricted due to the amount of gardens available.
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Suitability: +
Costs: ++
Effectiveness:-/+

Figure 4.1(duurzame tuinen, 2014): Green garden

Figure 4.2(duurzame tuinen, 2014): Green garden

4.1.2 Green roofs
A green roof has vegetation on the roof of a building (see Figure 4.3 and 4.4) that can be implemented
at small scale one an individual house or at large scale on apartment buildings. There are two types of
green roofs: intensive and extensive green roofs. An intensive green roof is similar to a normal garden
with large vegetation types and is only suitable on flat roofs with a strong construction that needs
enforcement (Gemeente Rotterdam, 2006). An extensive green roof can be implemented on every
house with a gradient until 60°, but is most effective on flat roofs in which less runoff is created, it exists
of small vegetation only . The maximum gradient of an intensive green roof is 5° (Arcadis A, 2010). The
water that enters the green roof is contained by the vegetation and enters the sewer system with a
delay. In case of small showers green roofs are more effective than at higher precipitation rates. Green
roofs are a relatively expensive measure and therefore more often applied at large scale institutional
buildings or by use of subsidies (Margareth and Hop, 2010). Well-designed green roofs increase
biodiversity and are beneficial to the quantity storm water runoff of a short term event. However,
storage capacity is limited for high precipitation events as the vegetation gets saturated. In this case a
delayed runoff is established in the beginning of an event. Because Amsterdam Oostenburg contains
several buildings which have a large rooftop area, this solution might be of interest: the green roofs also
offer additional effects as for example biodiversity, insulation (reductions in energy use) and a pleasing
space to relax (Brenneisen, 2004).
Technical
A normal flat roof on which green roofs are most often applied there is a runoff coefficient of 0.85 – 0.9.
With an extensive green roof the runoff coefficient is 0.5 – 0.6. For an intensive green roof a runoff
coefficient of 0.05 – 0.3 has been found (SBRCUR, 2014). However, a study undertaken by Teemusk and
Mander showed that in the occurrence of a heavy rainstorm of 12.1 mm the green roof delayed runoff
only for up to half an hour, in the end the runoff volume was the same as that of the reference roof
(Teemusk and Mander, 2006). Still an half hour delay towards the sewer system does change the peak
flow positively. The total amount of storage of a green roof varies from 40-60% of a rain event on an
extensive green roof and from 60-90% for an intensive green roof. However this relates to an average
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rainfall event and at a rainfall event which is urged in this case these rates will be lower. Rainwater
thereby retained on a green roof is mainly determined by the depth of the substrate layer, the age and
type of vegetation. A thicker substrate layer is beneficial for stormwater retention as well as for the
biodiversity as will be addressed further on (SBRCUR, 2014).
The extra costs for an extensive roof is 30-40 eur/m2 and for an intensive green roof this is 100-300
eur/m2 (Gemeente Rotterdam, 2006) . As no direct advantages for the resident are assigned, subsidies
are provided by municipalities as it does relieve the pressure on their sewer system and increases the
environmental quality. However, according to k. Spaan (personal communication, 20 october 2014 ), the
municipality reduces subsidies even further and they do not provide subsidies in Amsterdam center
anymore.
Through evapotranspiration water is lost from the vegetation, this is an additional benefit of green roofs
to deal with excess rainwater. Evapotranspiration is less with lower temperature, and will thus only
affect the water content of the green roof significantly in summertime (Brenneisen, 2006).

Figure
4.3(waterarchitect, 2014) : Green roof

Figure 4.4 (waterarchitect, 2014) : Green roof

Energy
Apart from the streets and parks, most water will fall on the roofs, and the roof is a large part of the
building where heat transfer with the surrounding will occur (La Roche et al., 2014). This depends on the
layer of water that is stored in the green roof. In order to quantify these effects and gain insight in the
user side energy savings several effects are considered.
Installing green roofs have a positive effect on the energy performance and heat transfer of buildings
(Saadatian et al., 2013). In a review on the environmental benefits on green roofs by Berardi et al.
(Berardi et al, 2014), several different researches conducted on the thermal characteristics of green
roofs are analyzed. These researches show a broad range of values on the energy reduction values in
different climates, such as humid climates in China and cold climates in the USA and Canada but also the
effects in general in climates with warm summers and cold winters. This is similar to the expected
climate in Amsterdam. Table 4.3 gives an overview of these effects in energy consumption reduction:
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Table 4.3 (Berardi et al., 2014). Expected benefits of green roofs on energy reduction consumption

Climatic conditions
Warm climates (warm
summer)

Cold climates (cold
winter)

Remarks for energy reduction consumption









Shading rooftop layer and preventing direct influence of solar
radiations.
Decreasing variations of surface and indoor temperature, stabilizing
the temperature.
Reducing peaks of indoor air temperature.
Reducing energy use for cooling purpose.
Reduction of daily temperature variation.
Reducing the heat flow.
Decreasing the heat flow.
Doubtful energy performance (both positive and negative impact on
energy consumption are reported).

According to KNMI data, the average summer temperature in De Bilt was 19.8 °C (average 17.9 °C) in
July and 5.7 °C (3.1 °C average) in January. This would imply that the average cooling demands are
rather low in the Netherlands and that minor savings are expected, around 7% reduced energy demand
derived from a comparative analysis between comparable areas. (Jaffal et al., 2012).Due to climate
change it can be argued that the temperatures will rise with more extremes towards higher
temperatures and it is in that case that green roofs can benefit in saving more energy.
In a study conducted by Deltares in 2013 (Deltares, 2013) it is estimated that the total gas consumption
for dwellings is 1.72 x 103 m3 per unit and for larger office like buildings this is 19.60 x 103 m3 per year. In
the case of dwellings, it is assumed that 70% of this gas is used for heating purposes (whereas the other
30% is used for water heating) and for larger buildings this is all used for space heating. The savings that
can be achieved for different building structures by installing a green roof can be quite significant in the
case of large gas consumption.
Green roofs also help to reduce the air temperature above the buildings. By placing air-conditioning on
the roof it is possible to utilize this temperature difference for the internal cooling of the underlying
space (NRDC, 2012). Since during summertime the air-temperature above green roofs can be several
degrees lower than the surrounding air, the efficiency increases and less energy is required to cool the
building (NRDC, 2012). It is also argued that for each indoor temperature decline of 0.5 °C, the electricity
used of the air-conditioning will decrease by 8% (Getter et al., 2006).
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Combination with solar panels
House owners with solar power installed on their roofs could opt to install green roofs not only for their
space heating demands, but to combine these advantages with the increased performance of the solar
capacity installed. Solar panels have a higher efficiency when operating in cooler air (Chemisana et al.,
2014). Estimated efficiency improvements are around 5% but this depends on several factors:
-

Cell material
Temperature
Plants used
Season

Most of the researches on this topic have been conducted during summer months, when the
temperatures are higher and a benefit from the green roof is more easily observed. The combination of
green roofs with solar panels not only increases the efficiency of these panels but also protects the
plants from strong incoming solar radiation. Given the price of installing solar panels and green roofs
and the price of regular electricity from the grid, it could in some cases be feasible to make a combined
installation if the return of investment is estimated to be positive.
Water quality
The effects of green roofs on water quality are not straightforward, several contesting outcomes have
been recorded: the runoff water contains often more nitrogen and phosphates, due to the use of
fertilization. However outcomes of studies showed large differences, some studies even showed a
decrease in nutrients and metals because those were absorbed by vegetation. These differences are
linked to the age of the green roof, the type of substrate and most of all to the use of fertilizer
(Berndtsson, 2010). A study conducted by Teemusk and Mander found a difference between runoff
values of moderate and intense rainfall events. During moderate rainfall concentrations of metals,
polycyclic carbons and nutrients were higher on the reference roof. However, during the short term
events nutrients were washed from the soil in the green roof and therefore the water runoff contained
more nitrate and phosphates (Teemusk and Mander, 2006).
Biodiversity
Planted roofs also provide food, habitat and a safe place for many kinds of plants, animals and
invertebrates (Brenneisen, 2003). Biodiversity is dependent on the thickness of the substrate layer: a
thicker substrate layer supports more species (Brenneisen, 2006). Extensive green roofs have a very thin
substrate layer and contain mainly sedum vegetation, intensive green roofs have a thicker substrate
layer and are thus beneficial with regards to urban biodiversity. In this manner, mainly intensive, green
roofs can offer habitat replacement for rare and endangered species (Brenneisen, 2006).
Local suitability
Green roofs thus show beneficial effects on energy usage, water storage and biodiversity. Their effects
on water quality are not straightforward and depend mainly on the use of fertilizers. The costs are
significant and therefore subsidies are a useful tool for implementation as the benefits for a house
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owner will not be visible directly. The large costs make green roofs difficult to implement, while a lot of
roofs in Oostenburg could contain green roofs. Applying green roofs at a larger surface area increases
the effectiveness. Unfortunately due to the monumental status of the building, green roofs can not be
implemented on the van Gendthallen Stadgenoot (personal communication 16 October 2014). However,
the INIT building and residential buildings are technically still options.
Suitability: Costs: -Effectiveness:-/+

4.1.3 Blue roofs
Another solution to rainwater storage on roofs are blue roofs. These are cheaper to install compared to
green roofs and work as a storage basin for rainwater which can then (optionally) be slowly drained
away towards the sewers when the other rainwater has been processed. The storage capacity of blue
roofs and the implementation due to weight increase is dependent on the characteristics of the roof .
Ideal roofs are completely flat, since a slope of already 0.5% can reduce available storage volume by 50%
(NYC, 2012).
The storage capacity of blue roofs can be calculated by using the following formula:
Storage volume = Area of roof x Height of water level
This means that for an area of 1 hectare with 10 mm rainfall, 20 m3 of water can be stored.
Similar to green roofs, blue roofs also aid in cooling the subsequent layers of the building through
transpiration (NYC, 2012). Downside of this could be that during dry periods the roof has to be irrigated
in order to keep the cooling benefits. Several drainage solutions exist for blue roofs. There can be an
open/closed drainage solution where the stored water will be drained of in a matter of several minutes,
a slowed down drainage where it can take days to weeks for the water to be removed or a limited
drainage which ensures that a small layer of water stays on the roof for evapotranspiration purposes.
The benefits of blue roofs are that it can improve the liveability of a city due to the cooling in warmer
periods, the downsides are that the drainage can be blocked due to flows of material (NYC, 2012). Blue
roofs can also be combined with green roofs.
Local applicability
Blue roofs are hard to implement due to the weight that comes to the construction together with the
fact that implementation is only possible at flat roofs, which are scarce in Oostenburg. The costs of
implementation are high, but less than a green roof as a bare basin has to be made. The effectiveness
per measure is high. However the effectiveness is dependent on the quantitative amount, which again
depends on the slope, the roof surface and the maximum weight that can be contained.
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Suitability: -Costs: Effectiveness: +

4.1.4 Local decoupling
Local decoupling in this case means the decoupling of rain water from downspouts of residential
buildings going into the sewer system (see Figure 4.5). This can be done by direct infiltration in the soil,
flow towards (open) water, implementing rain barrels and a separate sewer.
Technical
Direct infiltration in the soil is not always wanted, because areas could have a peat soil and thus a low
permeability. In the case of Oostenburg we assume that the sand layer is big enough to effectively allow
for infiltration, see chapter 3. Figure 4.5 shows two options by which the water is decoupled from the
regular system within the garden (Boezemna et al., 2014). The decoupled water flows into a catchment
area in which water is retained. This could be applied with more residents at the same time or
individually. With small rainfall events this leads to 100% efficiency and with more intensive rainfall
events this will be less as infiltration could be to slow(Waterfall, 2006). Decoupling towards open water
could be easy by gutters if a pond or open water (in the garden) is available, which is partly already seen
in Oostenburg. Rain barrels are suitable for everyone living down floor or by a coupler on a balcony and
is rather cheap with prices between 30-200 euro and varying capacities between 100-400 litre (Beslist,
2014). A separate sewer system is an intensive measure and has to be regulated by the municipality and
is only possible once in every 40 years during sewer maintenance. Around 70% of Amsterdam already
has a separate sewer system, but some older parts as Oostenburg do not (Amsterdam Rainproof, 2014)
As for the rental apartments local decoupling would be in the hands of housing corporations. Residents
who own a plot with a garden can decide for local decoupling themselves. Rain barrels are possible for
residents that only have balconies themselves. A last solution could be an (expensive) installation that
can be made to infiltrate rainwater into deeper soil layers to counter the infiltration speed (STOWA,
2009).

Figure 4.5 (Waterfall, 2006): Two types of local decoupling
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Effects on water quality
Using a rainwater to irrigate the garden can improve plant health. Unlike potable water which contains
salt, rain water contains nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphorus, which are important nutrients for
plants. This decreases the need to apply fertilizer, plants can also purify the rainwater of some of the
heavy metals and nutrients (dependent on the runoff surface).
As described earlier, rainwater can contain several polluting substances depending on the runoff
surface. Rainwater runoff from roads will contain higher concentrations of PAH´s that are found in fossil
fuels, rainwater runoff from roofs contains high concentrations of Zinc and other metals. When
rainwater is decoupled without supplementing measures the rainwater will flow directly into the
environment or local water bodies. This is already the case around the van Gendthallen in Oostenburg,
however not intentionally decoupled, rainwater does not flow readily to the sewer in the area. The soil
is heavily contaminated, and even at groundwater level it reaches values of pollutants that are above
established norms (Frisart, 2014).
Therefore possibilities will be assessed to retain and purify rainwater in an environmental friendly
manner, these measures can be combined with local decoupling. As is seen in Figure 4.7 water is
directed towards a retention pond. The possibilities to implement bioretention ponds will be assessed
further on (4.3.4). Also measures to support infiltration in combination with filtration (4.3.3) are
solutions to this problem.

Figure 4.6 (infiltratie, 2014): Decoupling of a downspout Figure 4.7 (riool.info, 2014): Runoff towards small retention pond

Local applicability
The decoupling of the down spouts locally offers numerous opportunities which are effective and
unburden the sewer system. Due to the numerous options, many levels of implementation are possible,
which should be assessed per case. Small measures as seen in Figure 4.6 and 4.7 are easy, effective and
cheap. A little construction has to be made though to disconnect the regular system and to offer a
retention possibility. Maintenance of this procedure is negligible. The change of sewer system though is
a slow procedure regulated by the municipality. The main problem for Oostenburg is that residential
buildings mostly are multiple floor rental apartments and many people thus cannot or can hardly
implement direct measures.
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Suitability: -/++
Costs: -/++
Effectiveness: ++

4.1.5 Greywater systems
A greywater system directly makes use of rainwater within the building. Rainwater is relatively clean and
can be used for many purposes within a house for flushing toilets, washing hands and the dish washer.
This saves money for the owner, relieves pressure on the sewer system and an intensive cleaning
procedure (GEP, 2014).
Technical
In function of reusing the rainfall, the system is restricted to a few quality obligations. It is advised to use
rainfall from roofs and not of other surfaces (as streets) due to the water quality that enters the system
(Arcadis B, 2010). The amount of energy saved is correlated to the amount of rainwater that is
harvested for household purposes.
As stated in the 2010 report of Arcadis B there are three systems applicable. At first It can be applied on
individual scale. A self-cleaning standard costs 500 euro per 500 m3. A system that reuses bath and
shower water within a house for the toilet is 1500 per unit. A more advanced system could be
constructed underground, can be used for more houses and is more expensive (Arcadis B, 2010). The
scale of implementation is very important due to the possibilities of applications which optimal
implementation levels differ and should therefore be investigated per case.
By installing grey water systems to harvest rainwater for household purposes the amount of water used
that has to be supplied from the regular system is reduced. For households this means that their annual
costs for water usage becomes lower and these savings could refund the investment on the long term.
This will depend on the type of building. In the area of Oostenburg, most residents live under a shared
roof, therefore the amount of water harvested becomes small when looking at an individual household,
however when looking into larger commercial buildings with a limited amount of water usage, the
installation of grey water systems could provide a substantial saving.
The home and building owners themselves will not benefit by applying grey water systems in their
house from an energetic perspective. However savings are realized at the water cleaning level, because
less clean water is used in the houses thus less energy is wasted for water that has no cleaning
requirement. Thus, the amount of energy saved is correlated to the amount of rainwater that is
harvested for household purposes. Not all houses will be adapted with grey water systems, either due to
construction issues or other purposes for their roof surface.
Local applicability
A grey water system is a sustainable solution to limit the water footprint, but the effectiveness as a
measure during heavy rainfall events is uncertain due to the water level in the storage basin of the
system. Also the system is expensive and hard to implement and this asks for extensive construction
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which is most suitable during new constructions, which is not the case in Oostenburg. Retrofitting,
implementation in an already constructed building, would be more costly.
Suitability: -Costs: -Effectiveness: -/+

4.2 Commercial/Institutional buildings
The possibilities for commercial or institutional buildings are the same as these for residential buildings,
but the applicability is different due to scale, financial means and stakeholder perspectives. Still it is very
important to clarify this difference as these three points requires different approaches towards
implementation, the main goal of this research. In the SWOT analysis main differences towards
implementation are pointed out.

4.3 Public urban space
The area of Oostenburg has various open spaces available. These provide areas where measures can be
taken on a municipality level to make the neighbourhood more diverse and improve the adaptation
towards extreme rainfall events. However, the soil of the old industrial area of Oostenburg is heavily
contaminated. Cafe Roest for example has a beach located next to its cafe, but underneath it lies canvas
to avoid mixing with the underlying soil. The contamination limits the draining possibilities, the option of
urban agriculture and the possibilities for retention, runoff water in this area should for example go
through a process of pre-treatment (for example bio retention or sewage treatment) before it could be
guided to the canals. In addition it is known that the parking lot near to the Wiener development area
will be turned into public green area in the future, this creates possibilities of combining this
development with one or more rainproof suggestions that are cost effective, retain rainwater and that
can create an aesthetic urban green space as well. An analysis of the different suggested measures can
be found below.

4.3.1 Water square
A water square is quite similar to a regular square, but is constructed to maintain water with its elevated
sides during rain showers (see Figures 4.8 and 4.9). The principle is that the drainage system leads the
water into the water square and afterwards the water is removed by evaporation, infiltration or
distribution towards surface water. Water squares that have been implemented before were very costly
to construct (The Netherlands Architecture fund, 2007).
Local applicability
Water squares are not a realistic option in the case of Oostenburg, due to high costs and lack of space.
Water squares could be an option as possible prestige projects for developers in the area.
Suitability: -Costs: -Effectiveness: +
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Figure 4.8 (matterofspace, 2014) : Water square dry

Figure 4.9 (matterofspace, 2014): Water square wet

4.3.2 Hollow streets
Hollow streets are used to regulate the outflow of the water and meanwhile create water storage. This
is a solution that is easy to implement in case of renovation or new construction, construction of a
hollow road does not differ much in costs in comparison with a regular road. However hollow streets
would be an expensive measure to implement when constructed solely for the purpose of water
retention, therefore it is something to consider during renovation. The construction is simple as it
requires a deepening of the street in the middle and high curbs at the side (Figure 4.10). The hollow
street will only store water in case of a full sewage system. Therefore the effectiveness is only high at
extreme rainfall events at which the water on the hollow streets causes a low level of nuisance and
prevents damage (Vlario, 2005).

Figure 4.10 (Arcadis, 2010): Illustration showing how hollow roads help to catch water.
During intense rainfall events in which the sewer system overflows, it will be important that the hollow
street does not create direct nuisance. Heightened sidewalks are therefore implemented. This is a cheap
and effective method to create a buffer during an extreme precipitation event (Amsterdam Rainproof,
2014). The height of the sidewalks between the lowest point in the street should not be more than 30
cm as cars will then face serious problems. A road of 10 meters width will create 30 m3 of storage per
10 meter length (10*10*0.3).
Local applicability
This measure will become effective during large precipitation events that cause the sewer system to be
saturated (Arcadis, 2010). An efficient measure that can store a large amount of water at once such as
hollow roads can be installed in Oostenburg to prevent flooding during these events.
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Suitability: ++
Costs: -/+
Effectiveness: -/+

4.3.3 Infiltration
Infiltration is a useful method to decouple rainwater from the sewer system. Infiltration trays (Figure
4.11) are the most known method of infiltration and are made of plastic and polypropylene. Rainwater
that has been infiltrated is distributed by pipes through the soil into the trays. Afterwards it will enter
the soil with a delay by which the sewer system is avoided. It can be used underneath small roads,
sidewalks and parking areas and thus at local spots within Oostenburg. Infiltration installations are
rather expensive because they require an intensive construction method and maintenance is difficult as
the construction is installed underneath the ground (STOWA, 2007). Maintenance consists mainly of
regular debris, sediment and pollution removal. An increased discharge towards the trays can be
managed by permeable roads. Permeable roads (Figure 4.12) are also a solution on itself, which can be
implemented in case of construction of roads and parking lots. Thereby rainwater will flow towards the
groundwater and surface water. It is a relatively cheap solution at places with low groundwater level.
Also ‘regular’ storage basins beside infiltration trays are possible, but they are rather costly and more
often used for large scale reduction of water storage shortage. Finally, green space, as described earlier
is very important for infiltration as runoff water does not enter the sewer system. To improve water
quality filters can be added into for example infiltration swales.
The technical components of several methods of infiltrations are given below:
Infiltration trays and swales
An infiltration tray has the capacity of its own size. A regular infiltration tray has a size of around 30
centimeter thickness. It is dependent on the amount of storage that should be contained within the area
to determine the amount of trays (Beuker, 2014).
Direct infiltration by underground situated facilities like pipes, trenches or sinks without pre-treatment
of runoff is not advisable. Pollution can accumulate in the soil or can reach the groundwater (Dierkes et
al., 2005). It is therefore recommended to use infiltration devices with soil passages like swales or swaletrench-systems. Filtration and reduction of pollution into the soil can be enhanced with the use of
concrete filtres. Its process is based on sedimentation, filtration, absorption and chemical precipitation.
The pollutants are trapped in a chamber that is part of the infiltration device and can easily be removed.
Heavy metals (roofs) and the toxic PAH’s (roads) can be removed with an efficiency higher than 90%
(Dierkes et al., 2005).
Local applicability
In Oostenburg it is possible to implement infiltration trays as the soil is permeable and the groundwater
level is at more than one meter depth. The fact that it has to be installed underground is costly,
maintenance needs to be done to keep open pores and make infiltration possible. The trays itself are
effective as they store water immediately and relieve pressure on the sewer system, but due to high
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costs it will probably not be implemented on a large scale which has a negative effect on the total actual
effectiveness.
Suitability: +
Costs: -Effectiveness: +

Figure 4.11 (regenwater, 2014): Infiltration tray

Pervious roads
The runoff coefficient of permeable surface is around 0.16 against a coefficient of 0.9-1.0 for
impermeable surface (New Jersey stormwater, 2004). This is a substantial difference and is can
therefore be a useful measure. Pervious roads are usually implemented in public space by the
municipality and will thus mostly be installed during maintenance of old roads or development of new
roads. The ground is heightened in Amsterdam Oostenburg therefore the peat layer only occurs at 1 to 5
meters depth, infiltration to the groundwater (approximately at 1 meter depth) will thus take place and
no soil improvements are needed. In this case pervious roads are a good measure, but especially with
other measures underground as infiltration trays to store the water. in combination with other
infiltration measures. The maintenance of the roads is a disadvantage. To overcome plugging of the
pores regular vacuuming needs to take place. The price of regular concrete is estimated on 30 euro/m2
and of a pervious structure on 45 euro/m2 (Arcadis B, 2010). This difference is rather low for a measure
itself. The infiltration of mainly PAH’s, toxic hydrocarbons that are found in fossil fuels, and heavy metals
are found to be retained in the construction itself (these can then be removed during the maintenance
processes).
Suitability: -/++
Costs: +
Effectiveness: -/+
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Figure 4.12: Permeable road (wikipedia.org)

Infiltration basin
The implementation of an infiltration basin is very straightforward and effective due to the direct
storage. A concrete basin is constructed underneath the ground and filtration network of pipes leads the
water into this compound. The amount of storage is length*width*height. However it is a large and
costly infrastructural solution which Amsterdam Rainproof wishes to avoid. It could be implemented at a
smaller scale also underneath a residents or communal garden, but it is still hard and costly as it is
underground. This is a good solution in case of (expected) nuisance as it directly affects the water
balance. Maintenance will consist of removing debris and (possibly polluted) sediment (Lemus, J.D, 2003).
Suitability: --/Costs: --/Effectiveness: ++
Green area
As previously described, greening a site using vegetation, in combination with pervious materials,
reduces impervious surfaces. This increases infiltration into the ground. Grass, bushes and trees can be
effectively combined with infiltration systems. The indication of implementation, costs and effectiveness
will be discussed in the next subchapter describing public green space.

4.3.4 Retention ponds
Retention ponds are a very basic system that stores water in a pond (Figure 4.13). It can be
implemented as well in public urban areas, public green areas as gardens of residents. Relatively a small
amount of space is needed. The most important element is that the water level is lower in drier periods
so that there is the capacity for water storage. Wet ponds, known as retention ponds, continually have a
pool of water in them called dead storage. Dry ponds, detention ponds, do not have dead storage and
dry out between rain events (Karel J. Jordan, 2014).
Technical
The retention pond can be dimensioned as large as the amount of storage that seems to need sufficient.
A minimum depth of 0.5 meters is advised by S. van Leemput (2008). As the groundwater level of
Oostenburg is between 0.8 and 1.2 meters depth this can be easily achieved. The distribution of
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rainwater towards the retention pond flows from the downspouts and reaches 100% efficiency. This
solution could also be implemented in areas that contain public green space (Karel J. Jordan, 2014).
Polluting particles are expected to settle in the retention pond, followingly the soil between de pond
and the groundwater acts as an effective pollutant trap (Mikkelsen et al., 1996). This means that when
the runoff water flows from the retention pond the water will be less polluted. However, accumulated
pollution in the soil could be leached towards the groundwater during the next decades/ centuries
(Mikkelsen et al., 1996). In table # settling percentages are described of the polluting substances that
can be found in run-off water.

Figure 4.13: Scheme of retention pond with a higher water level (during rainfall) and with a lower water level
(groenblauwenetwerken, 2014)

In a recently published report by Rioned on water quality, the possibilities for purifying through
retention is stated to be overestimated. However, the study does not assess the possibilities of bio
retention a best practice method in storm water management. Table 5 gives an overview of the
differences in settling percentages between normal retention and bio retention.
Bio retention ponds have a proven beneficial effect on the water quality. The difference between a
normal retention pond and bio retention is the use of vegetation and a wood mulch layer. Selected
vegetation should have the ability to tolerate urban stresses such as air and water pollutants, soil
moisture that is variant, and fluctuations in the water table (DER, 1993).A lab study revealed a large
reduction in metals (90%) and moderate reductions of TKN, ammonium and phosphorus (60 to 80 %)
(see Table 4.4). Unfortunately little nitrate was removed and nitrate production was even noted in
several cases. Taken together the study demonstrated that bio retention is a useful tool to manage
storm water (Davis et al., 2001).
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Table 4.4. Pollutant removal, bio retention systems compared to a normal wet detention pond

Reduction %
(Davis et al.,
2001)
Normal
retention
Reduction %
(Schuler et
al., 1992)

Copper, Lead,
mg/L
mg/L

Zinc,
mg/L

Phosphorus, Ammonium, Nitrate, Total
mg/L
mg N/L
mg N/L suspended
solid

91- 98%

95>98%

93>98%

71% +/- 17

60% +/-5

-

3040%

7080%

4050%

30-90%

40-80%

-

50-90%

Local applicability
The implacability of a retention pond is not very high. There are not many gardens, or open public
spaces that offer space to implement retention ponds in Oostenburg and therefore not many
opportunities arise. The costs are relatively high for a resident. However, for an institution costs are
relatively low, as a gutter has to be constructed that leads toward the also constructed retention pond
this is relatively expensive on a smaller scale, especially when compared with the amount of storage.
Retention ponds are a rather effective solution to create water storage.
Suitability: Costs: -/+
Effectiveness: +

4.4 Public green space
A green neighbourhood has various benefits for the residents. Living in a green surrounding has positive
effect on the level of happiness of the citizens, and also increases the air quality. Research in
environmental psychology has shown that a natural environment has a positive effect on health because
it reduces stress levels. Epidemiological research has found positive correlations between the amount of
‘green’ in the surrounding and physical and mental health (Groenewege et al., 2006).
More green space also allows for rainwater to be absorbed and infiltrated as shown in table 4.2. Below
the different suggested options of increasing the public green space area are discussed.

4.4.1 Grass, trees and bushes
In Oostenburg there are some opportunities to increase urban green space, especially in the fallow
areas. Measures to implement more green space are implementation of grass, trees, shrubs and plants
are relatively easy in construction and maintenance. These green facilitations use and contain water by
which thus less water is left in the system to flood (Waterfall, 2006). In every area possibilities arise for
this, especially in the fallow areas.
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One example of increasing green area in Oostenburg could for example be executed by implementing
grass underneath the tram line in the Czaar Peterstraat instead of impermeable concrete. These green
facilitations use and contain water, less water is left that leads towards streets and the sewer system.
(Bourke, 2004). Next to that the parking lot near the Wiener & co development plot could be a site
where green space together with other rainproof measures (such as a wadi, described in 4.4.2) can be
implemented.
Similar to green gardens, green in the neighbourhood can also decrease air temperature and surface
temperature. More green in the neighbourhood also increases air quality. When management strategies
of the urban green area would shift to a more extensive approach, also nesting space / habitat is created
for several species. These strategies can entail for example not removing weeds such as nettles or
branches that are fallen from trees (Oberösterreich, 2008).
Local applicability
Increasing green area in Oostenburg would be beneficial to the quality of the living environment in
Oostenburg, however it is not always a feasible solution due to limited space. Planting grass on the
tramline is therefore an example of efficient implementation.
Suitability: -/+
Costs: -/+
Effectiveness: +

4.4.2 Wadi
A wadi is a deepened surface in which water is contained (Figure 4.14 and 4.15). The drainage system
leads the water into the wadi by means of open drainage trough small ditches. When a rain shower
occurs the system will then lead the water into the wadi in which it is stored. During dry periods the
water table in the wadi will be low so storage capacity is increased. The water infiltrates and evaporates
and does not enter the sewer system. The costs of installing a wadi are relatively low, but costs of
maintenance are slightly higher than that of for example a separated sewer. A wadi is easier
implemented during new development and redevelopment (National Water Agency, 2013).
A wadis drainage after a rain event is by means of infiltration and evaporation. Due to the groundwater
table of 0.8 to 1.2 meter depth the wadi can still offer sufficient storage. A wadi could be incorporated in
the park that will be constructed on the terrain that is now the parking lot of the INIT building. This
could be an efficient way to combine the aesthetic aspects, green area and an adaptation towards
extreme rainfall.
The primary reason to install a Wadi would be the infiltration that it offers and so its hydrological
aspects. When there is an interest, the value of the Wadi for its surrounding can be increased through
focusing on its ecosystem functioning. Wadis lessen the overflow of the sewer system and have a
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beneficial effect on water purification efficiency and increase groundwater levels in a natural manner
(Boogaart et al., 2003).
Rainwater can be polluted, it is dependent on the surface of which the rainwater flows which substances
are found in the rainwater. In the top layer of the Wadi several components of the rainwater can be
purified, these can be: heavy metals, PAH’s; and nutrients. Some of these substances can be absorbed
by the vegetation or by the soil. This functions the same as the pollution removal described for
bioretention (paragraph 4.3.3). When the vegetation is mowed and removed, pollutants are taken out of
the system. When vegetation would contain a high accumulation of pollutants it will need to be treated
as chemical waste (Boogaart et al., 2003).
Currently in Wadis a mixture of grasses is kept very short, when mowing the vegetation is left on the
ground and will rot, in this way pollutants return to the system. When pollutants are found above values
that are allowed in regulation, the mowed grasses will need to be processed as chemical waste. This is a
procedure that is far more costly and energy intensive than composting the vegetation.
Species planted in Wadis should be able to tolerate periods of sudden inundation and periods of
droughts. Helophytes are the preferred species, these plants root under the water surface and their top
parts extend above the water surface. Using these species however decreases some of the storage
capacity of the Wadi in reference to a Wadi where grass is kept very short (due to the surface occupied
by the vegetation). This can be anticipated on by designing the Wadi slightly more spacious. Use of
diverse species increases soil drainage: the roots penetrate a larger part of the soil and no division
between top and bottom layer is created (Boogaart et al., 2003).
Local applicability
The only location in which a wadi can be installed in a cost effective method would be the park that will
be constructed near the Wiener & Co development project. A wadi could also be a possibility in the
current park, but as this is not in transition it would be costly to implement. The wadi would be a
solution to combine aesthetic and environmental motives with water storage.
Suitability: -/+
Costs: -/+
Effectiveness: +
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Figure
4.14: Wadi (groeneblauwenetwerken, 2014)

Figure 4.15: Wadi (groeneblauwenetwerken, 2014)

4.5 Water
Local applicability
Measures to create more open water are not realistic for Oostenburg as it already contains a lot of open
water surface. Connection with other water systems through culverts does not seems feasible as this is
already part of a large well-working system of Amsterdam. Also the lowering of the water level in the
channels will be of no use as the channels can already contain enough water and will in contrast to the
sewer system not cause inundation. However, an intensive drainage system towards the canals could be
a good measure as the height of the area is 1 meter above sea level. This makes water flow towards the
canals possible, to achieve this a pipe system underground or an open system through the streets can be
installed. The best sources for the pipe system can be rain pipes of buildings as this is relatively clean
water (in some cases filtres can be advised). The further the drainage construction has to carry the
water the more costly its construction will be. This system has similarities with a separated sewer
system as it drains the water from buildings towards open water. A separated sewer system is prefered,
but implementation is costly and therefore this smaller scale measure can be implemented first at
buildings that are located near open water (IBA, 2014).
Drainage system:
Suitability: +
Costs: +
Effectiveness: +
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4.6 Which technique is best locally applicable
In order to assess the suggested measures in a quantitative way, a SWOT-analysis is used (Table 4.5). In
order to do this, each measure will be assessed on its Strength, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats.
Some measures find their application on different types of buildings, if that is the case, these will be
reviewed separately. The SWOT-analysis can later be combined with the results from the stakeholder
analysis to see if and where a measure can find its application in the area of Oostenburg, especially
looking at the opportunities for this specific area.
Table 4.5. SWOT-analysis of the selection of measures.

Measure
Residential:
Green garden

Green roof

Blue roof

Local
decoupling

Strength

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

Cheap.
Reduces urban
heat island
effect.
Improves
biodiversity.
Insulate
buildings.
Improves
biodiversity.
Improves air
quality
Increases value
of property
Cheaper
compared to
green roofs.
Simple in
design.
Has cooling
effect.
More effective
storage for
short term
events
Controlled
drainage
possibilities.
Rain barrels
are cheap.
Rainwater is
good for
plants.
Certain

Requires
maintenance
and willingness
from residents.

Residents may be
enthusiastic if
presented well.

Not many residents with
gardens.

Expensive.
Only slows
rainfall to
sewers.

Could be combined
with solar panels.
Oostenburg has a lot
of roof surface.

Lack of subsidy makes it
less attractive.
Many monumental
buildings.

Certain roofs
may not be
suitable.
Drainage could
block due to
debris.

Has aesthetic value.
Oostenburg has a
lots of large roof
surface.

Storage can reach
maximum capacity.
Many monumental
buildings.

Larger projects
are expensive.
Runoff can
catch
pollutants.

Oostenburg has
canals.

Requires street design to
drastically change.
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Grey water
systems

Commercial /
institutional:
Green roof

Blue roof

Local
decoupling

Grey water
systems

Public urban
space:
Water square

measures low
in
maintenance.
Saves money.
Reduces
ecological
footprint.

Not for heavy
rainfall.
Expensive to
retrofit.

Advised to
implement in newly
constructed
buildings, there are
new residential
buildings
constructed.

Sewer system is not
completely separated in
Oostenburg.

Expensive.
Only slows
rainfall to
sewers.

Can provide garden
for employees of for
example INIT.

Lack of subsidy makes it
less attractive.

Requires a
strong
construction of
the roof.
Slope of the
roof limits
storage
capacity.
Would affect
Larger projects
large roof area. are expensive.

Can profit from
often large area size
on buildings (f.e.
INIT).

Little amount of suitable
roofs.

Large commercial
buildings are
situated close to
canals.
The commercial
buildings have large
rooftops, much
runoff can be
decoupled.

Requires street design to
drastically change.
Pollution around van
Gendthallen can runoff to
canals.

Saves money.
Reduces
footprint.
Increases value
of property.

Not for heavy
rainfall.
Expensive to
retrofit.

As buildings have
large roof area,
could work better
compared to
residential.

Companies may not feel
the incentive.
Cleaning/maintenance
needed in older buildings.

Variable size.
Water storage
extreme
events.

Expensive.
Needs large
amount of
space.

Aesthetic aspects
increase value
neighbourhood.

Has to compete with
other street options, little
area available without
development purpose.

Insulates
building.
Improves
biodiversity.
Good for
corporate
image.
Cheaper
compared to
green roofs.
Easy to install.
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Hollow
streets

Infiltration

Retention
ponds

Public green
space:
Grass, trees
and bushes

Wadi

Water:
Intensive
drainage
system

Can provide
cheap buffer.
Cheap during
maintenance
Easy to apply
local.

Expensive to
install solely for
water
retention.
Expensive.
Hard to
maintain.
Purification of
regular
retention is
over estimated.

Easy to install during
maintenance.

Some roads may contain
pipelines and electric
wires.

Could be considered
during next
maintenance round.
Combine with green
space.
Bio retention ponds
improve water
quality.

Could be too slow, chance
for flooding during
extreme events.
Could be hard to envision
/ locate in the area.

Easy to
construct and
maintain.
Reduces urban
heat island
effect.
Water does
not enter
sewer.
Relatively
cheap.

Maintenance is
time
consuming

Good in fallow
areas.
Extension of local
gardens.

Competes with e.g.
parking space, sidewalks.

Grasses can
end up being
classified as
chemical
waste.

Implement during
redevelopment and
new development.

Space requirement.

Area has good
connection
with canals.

Medium costs

Runoff from
buildings located
around canals can
be directed to
canals.

Separate sewer system is
often preferred.

Small amount
of space
needed.

The results from the SWOT-analysis show that although each measure has in itself positive effects on
the rainwater management in the area as well additional benefits such as increasing biodiversity or
energy savings, negative aspects were also found, mostly in the form of costs and technical limitations.
Furthermore, application depends on the stakeholder themselves, who might consider different aspects
not covered by the SWOT-analysis. These will be addressed in the stakeholder analysis and integration
of the paper. However, for general application processes, the strength and weaknesses provide a broad
range of incentives and arguments regarding the appropriate rainwater measures.
For the area of Oostenburg specific the opportunities and threats of certain measures are considered to
give reason which measure can be best suited in the area based on the mixture of buildings and the
structure of the area. These measures, combined with local applicability, are: green / blue roofs; hollow
streets; a wadi; an intensive drainage system; local decoupling; grass, trees and bushes and infiltration.
Measures that are assumed to be less applicable are grey water systems and a water square.
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To conclude this chapter, the argumentation for the selection is provided. Green and blue roofs have
been selected based on their additional benefits in terms of energy savings and value creation. Due to
the characteristics of the area the infiltration and intensive drainage system prove to be local applicable.
A wadi can be integrated with the plans for new green areas. Hollow streets and local decoupling are
relatively inexpensive for the amount of storage and rainfall nuisance avoidance they provide. An
impression of the appropriate locations in Oostenburg for the selected measures can be seen in Figure
4.16.

Figure 4.16: Map showing the suggested locations for the measured under consideration. Especially for residential
buildings and urban areas not every measure is shown at every possible location to increase the maps clarity.
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5. Stakeholder analysis
A stakeholder is defined by Freeman (1984, p.46) as ‘any individual or group who can affect or is
affected by the achievement of the organization’s objectives’. Rainproof provides the following
objectives: to create more awareness, mainstreaming the Rainproof, creating more value out of
rainwater and reduce the damage when extreme rainfall events happen. These objectives are broad and
are relevant to all stakeholders involved in the transformation process of Oostenburg.
The stakeholders as mentioned in the introduction are divided in three distinct groups due to their
different physical impacts on the area of Oostenburg and their relation with it:
-

Governance and policy influence the city design and maintain the public space.
Commercial and public stakeholders: entrepreneurs, developers, housing cooperation’s; They
often own many buildings and aim to make profit.
Residents of Oostenburg; They use the area as a place to live.

This analysis is an assessment of elements for each group of the stakeholders considered as barriers and
opportunities to adopt rainproof in their actions. Amsterdam Rainproof has the aim to mainstream
rainproof adaptations in a bottom-up (resident initiative and local stakeholders) as well as a in a topdown process (executive policy and governance). Assessment of change or development of an area can
be conceptualized in the structure-agency discourse. The top-down processes of development and
change provide the structure in which actors function. Actors can use their agency to shape their own
development or their own changes (Long & van der Ploeg, 1994). Therefore, a plan of approach to
induce change should consider both processes as is the case in this analysis.
The outcome of this assessment will be used to check the feasibility for implementation of the technical
measures proposed in chapter 4 to 6. The following research question is formulated to address all these
issues between the interconnecting stakeholders:

What are the opportunities and barriers for stakeholders related to Oostenburg to adapt to a
rainproof strategy and how can policy and governance contribute to this change?
First, we will discuss some theory on the transformation and gentrification process and the role of the
municipality in the transformation, after which we explain more specifically the characteristics of the
stakeholder groups involved: government and policy, commercial and public stakeholders and finally
residents. After this analysis, opportunities are described that will contribute to the implementation of
the Rainproof strategy.

Gentrification and transformation
Oostenburg is in transition, which is a process that combines development, re-development and
maintenance in one specific geographical area. The area is going through a gentrification shift. As a
neighbourhood of Amsterdam is influenced by broader processes such as state and municipal policy,
urban planning, globalization and market shifts. As Van Gent (2013) argues the institutional changes that
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took place in the urban housing system starting with the Housing Memorandum of 1989, the
circumstances ever since fostered gentrification and urban growth. The Memorandum moved the
responsibilities for housing from national to local government and non-profit housing associations.
Apart from more autonomy and control over housing the newly empowered stakeholders inherited also
more risk that compelled them to interact more with the market, and adapt to its rules. Due to these
reforms, urban governance became the main trend in the country and in turn ‘provided opportunities for
the development of housing and urban space for the affluent’ (Van Kempen & Van Weesep (1994) in Van
Gent (2014, p. 510). Oostenburg as a neighbourhood just next to the inner city center poses an excellent
example of how areas outside of the center develop ‘city center’-like functions and services at the same
or lesser cost (Van Gent, 2014). By ‘city center function’ is meant high-density housing, amenities and
cultural venues (Van Gent, 2014). It is even dictated in the spatial planning outlook for Amsterdam that
the expansion of the city center outwardly is pursued through gentrification. The memorandum phrases
this as follows:
"The city has been increasingly successful in retaining households with an urban lifestyle. This relates to people
who moved here to study or moved to Amsterdam in their twenties after their studies. They have consciously
chosen the city because of its cultural amenities and diverse night life. This group of ‘new urbanites’ mainly
consist of native Dutch and Western non-natives and is overrepresented in the older parts of the city. New
urbanites thus like to live close to urban amenities (ibid. 33, translation by author).” (Van Gent, 2014, p. 512)

The dynamics in Oostenburg indicate the area is undergoing this process, also caused by the wider
development of Eastern Amsterdam . These processes cause two main phenomena, firstly a change in
the general social characteristics of the neighbourhood through the increasing private ownership of
residential units and secondly the temporal character of commercial investments. These developments
could play a big role in the spread of rainproof strategy. Further, the physical transformations like
increase of housing density results in the presence of impermeable concrete in large, which makes
rainproof adaptation measures necessary, according to the bottlenecks identification (see chapter
4.4.1).

5.1 The role of governance and policy
Rainproof believes that all parties who are involved in the development of the neighbourhood of
Oostenburg can make a difference in reducing the vulnerability of the area to heavy precipitation
events. A variety of institutions shape the policy and governance structure of a neighbourhood like
Oostenburg. Stakeholders function within these structures and in their advantage ánd in the pursuit of
rainproof measures. Oostenburg consists of plots that are in development, under maintenance of the
municipality, housing corporations or private owners or under renovation by housing corporations. In
table 5.1.1 and figure 5.1.1 an overview of these phases is presented. Policy documents and municipality
reports apply to all areas within Oostenburg, but some are more relevant than others.
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Table 5.1.1: Four components of transformation in Oostenburg, with their related actors and policy.

Development

Redevelopment

Maintenance

Renovation

Locations

Wiener & Co
Oostenburg North

Oostenburg North

Czaar
Peterstraat
Oostenburg
North

Users

Future residents

Related
stakeholders

Developers:
Heijmans,
Stadgenoot
Municipality:
- project managers
- public space
designers
Waternet
Spatial development
plan
Building code
(bouwbesluit)

Companies, Future
entrepreneurs
Future residents
Developers: Stadgenoot
companies:
INIT, Rosa &Rita, Roest,
Mediametic, Bugaboo

Oostenburg
Southwest
Czaar
Peterstraat
area
Current
residents
Housing
corperations:
Alliantie
Eigen Haard

Entrepeneur
association
Czaar
Peterstraat
Eigen Haard
Municipality

Spatial
development
plan

Spatial
development
plan
Structurevision

Relevant
policy

Other actors

Welstandscommissie
Participation
meetings

Structurevision
Amsterdam 2040
Monument conservation

New/old
residents

Participation meetings
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Figure 5.1.1: A map of the four transformation components, located in Oostenburg
The municipality works with the policy documents that are provided by the spatial planning Institution
(Dienst Ruimtelijke ordening) and design the spatial development plans. Thematic regulation on
watermanagement or biodiversity for example are put into thematic guidelines from institutions like
waternet.The cooperation and communication between these ‘top-down’ organizations shape the
context and structure in which stakeholders can operate in Amsterdam. Urban development and
regeneration present 'windows of opportunity' to reduce flood vulnerability and these opportunities are
often not taken advantage of, according to van Herk et al., (2011).
As is shown in table 5.1.1, a variety of policies influence the processes in the area. The focus of the
policy analysis will be on the areas that drive the transformation of the area: areas in development ánd
redevelopment (see Figure 5.1.1). The approach taken in this chapter is to describe the relevant policies
and governance processes related to Oostenburg North, Wiener & Co and the Czaar Peterstraat,
because the changes in policy and ownership of plots have been the engine of transformation. Then it is
described how policy is used into the governance of Oostenburg. Finally this leads to the question how
the implementation of rainproof measures is enabled by policy and how processes of governance can
contribute to rainproof implementations.
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5.1.1 Policy documents
The most influential documents are explained in the following paragraphs. These policy documents form
the structure in which municipality and their interlinked organizations have to work, like Ingenieurs
Bureau Amsterdam and all developers in Oostenburg (Stadsgenoot, Heijmans). Specialized institutions
like Waternet provide specialist knowledge and advice to developers and municipality on water issues.
Structure vision 2040- Dienst Ruimtelijke Ordening
In the structure vision Amsterdam 2040 (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2011), Oostenburg was appointed as an
area where redevelopment can take place for the sake of more businesses and more housing. The area
has always been appointed a business area, but the document states that research will be done to
change it into a mixed area of business and housing combined. The sustainable vision is that a small city
is a sustainable city, because of the short distances and effective use of space. Remco Daalder, working
at the Spatial Planning Institution (Dienst ruimtelijke ordening), used to be the project manager from of
the structure vision explains that the vision is expressed that parks in Amsterdam are of great economic
value and that the green structure is partly providing the water storage of the city.
The structure vision provides a paragraph on resource scarcity and even mentions green roofs as a
solution. When this is mentioned there, there is some leverage and back-up for sustainable initiatives.
Spatial Development Plan
The municipality, center department, designs the spatial development plans (bestemmingsplan)of each
central city area . These plans are developed influenced by the structure vision Amsterdam, as well as
the provincial structure vision, national spatial code and the structure vision of the Randstad region. This
means that a drastical change of purpose of an area has to be in line with all these documents.
Considering Oostenburg-North, the change of the area-purpose from business to business-housing is not
finalized in the spatial development plan yet, because it does not fit the other policies. Further research
is initiated and the a process to formulate a new spatial development plan will start in the second half of
2013, so this is currently in development (Stadsdeel Centrum, 2013)
Stadgenoot as owner of the area developed an urban development plan that anticipates on the new
functions of the area.
The spatial development plan of Oostenburg Southwest and the Czaar Peterstraat area is described in a
broader plan, about all eastern islands. This plan is mostly describing how the eastern islands have
turned into a more attractive area and how this process is still going on. The Czaar Peterstraat is
mentioned as an economic opportunity for retail entrepreneurs, which also can be seen in the Czaar
Peterstraat itself. Small shops have opened three to four years ago.
Building code
There is a national code in which the regulations for safety, health, usability, energy use and
environment are stated and establishes the rules on connections to gas, electricity and water. The last
building code was made in 2012 and this is of influence to all new buildings in the Netherlands.
Relatively new in this are the requirements of having an Energy Performance Coefficient (EPC). This
coefficient cause that all during the development process, the energy performance of a building is taken
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into account (L. Douma and S. Snoek, personal communication, 20-10-2014). Green roofs can attribute
to the energy coefficient and therefore this indirectly also can increase the retention of water.
Monumental policy
The van Gendthallen are considered of a monumental status and are therefore bought by the national
real estate administration (Rijksvastgoedbeheerder). This puts restrictions on the possibilities for
adaptation of these building (A. Ravestein, personal communication, 16-10-2014)

5.1.2 Municipality governance
Reorganization of policy making
DRO and the municipality, center department used to be responsible for climate adaptation policies (S.
Stolp, report personal communication, 3-10-2014). It is the municipality that has the responsibility to
prevent damage. However most damage happens to private property.
Because of a reorganization, policies are more centrally made and it is not yet clear who is responsible
for adaptation policies anymore. Rather the city departments function as an local intermediate between
civil society and the municipality (P. Hament, Stadsdeel Oost, report personal communication, 14-102014). Normally the board of the city departments should frame this, then the planners can implement
it and then it could be executed by the IBA (ingenieurs bureau Amsterdam) in the public space on a
bigger scale. IBA mostly steps in after a development plan is made, after which measures and solutions
are proposed to solve water problems. If an interference happens in the water systems, IBA will be a
stakeholder in this. Waternet propose ideas (like rainproof in this case) and the IBA comes up with
measures. Jeroen de Jong, water specialist of the IBA mentions that he is able to advise on more
measures that anticipate to heavy rainfall events. (J. de Jong, personal communication, 27-10-2014).
Political climate
An indication of the political climate in Amsterdam was given by R. Daalder when he talks about the
approval of the structure vision: The biggest reason why all elder men in the amsterdam council
approved to the vision was because the vision was well explained. An important reason for this is that
the economic value for Amsterdam was explained for all proposed visions. (R. Daalder. personal
communication, 15 oct. 2014).

5.1.3 Processes of negotiation
Oostenburg-North
City department Center is very involved in Stadgenoot’s development plans for the area. This is because
the municipality will take over the maintenance of the public space, after the constructions are finished
(L. van Lammeren, personal communication, 28-10-2014). Green roofs are now part of the development
plans . Motivation to adapt green roofs in the development plan is rather because it contributes to the
experience of living there. Also the city department will design the development plan and therefore
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want to create conditions that fit into their higher policies. It is not specifically because it could improve
the areas anticipation on heavy precipitation (L. van Lammeren, personal communication, 28-10-2014).
The other owners of Oostenburg-North are . The development of the area is dependent of the
cooperation between these different owners of the area INIT and the RVB (Rijksvastgoed bedrijf) As a
municipality, it is important to take all the different interests into account.
Wiener & Co
Is a different area in terms of negotiation, because the plot of Wiener and Co did not have a specified
spatial development plan in place before the Heijmans became the owner of the area. It means that
Heijmans has a relatively big freedom to develop these plots. This situation is unique since nowadays all
plots have to have a spatial development plan (L. Douma, personal communication, 20-10-2014). The
municipality had a limited influence on the design of this plot and can step in, once the housing is
finished, by finishing with the park that will be next to the housing. Also it facilitates participation
meetings, which means that the development plans have to be approved by the residents as well.
Czaar Peterstraat area
The Czaar Peterstraat area is part of a slightly slower process of change than the development and redevelopment areas described before. Since the arrival of small retail entrepreneurs the city center
department facilitated changes to improve the looks of the street. According to the retailers
organization themselves, not enough though (Shop-owner, personal communication, 19-10-2014).

5.1.4 Participation processes
Van Herk et al (van Herk, Zevenbergen, Ashley, & Rijke, 2011) refer to the concepts of spatial quality
together with democratic legitimacy, which consists of interactive decision making which is expected to
result in richer policy proposals (van Herk et al., 2011). In terms of flood risk management however,
people are not so aware of the risk of damage by heavy rainfall or cloudbursts.
In the Oostenburg area, residents are invited to give their opinion in a number of ways. Especially during
the process of new development of an area, as is the case in Oostenburg North and on the Wienerterrain, meetings are held to receive feedback from local residents.
Other forms of participation from the residents in the neighbourhood can be found in participatory
vision documents, like the report ‘The desire of the eastern Islands’(‘het verlangen van de Oostelijke
eilanden, Stadsdeel Centrum, Amsterdam, 2013). This report is initiated by the municipality and is the
product of a platform to share dreams on the neighbourhood.
This report describes how the four eastern islands (of which Oostenburg is one) could be developed and
transformed into a more attractive part of the city. It shows where the emphasis of area development is,
when people can participate in their neighbourhood development. Topics of water and flood
management are also not of main concern to the participants of such meetings (Stadsdeel centrum,
2014). When rainproof measures need to be executed bottom-up, more awareness on these topics
should be created.
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5.1.5 Opportunities and barriers for policy and governance
The opportunities for sustainable initiatives, like rainproof are supported by the structure vision, but the
key to implementation is that people have to acknowledge the fun of creating sustainable value and
taking these initiatives (R. Daalder, personal communication, 15 oct. 2014)
Financial incentives
There is a debate going on on the sustainability of subsidies and whether financial triggers should be
used by the government or through making a business case out of it. Different organizations propose
different measures:
Remco Daalder sais that in his opinion, subsidies work. He uses the example of the green roof subsidy,
which was implemented on many schools througout Amsterdam and this gave more fame to green roofs
throughout Amsterdam.
Subsidies were used in Rotterdam, but the requirements to receive the subsidy were too low. Sacha
Stolp believes that rather than subsidies, individual investments that contribute to the benefit of society
can be compensated in other ways, like discounts on energy or water for example (S. Stolp, IBA, report
personal communication, 3-10-2014).The added value of grey water storage could, according to Sacha
Stolp, also contribute to more sustainable city development (S. Stolp. personal communication 3-102014)
Jeroen de Jong thinks it is a good idea to use discounts on taxes if a houseowner decides to use less hard
surface area in his property. This already happens in Belgium and Germany. This would be even better
than other subsidies de Jong thinks (J. de Jong, IBA, personal communication, 27-10-2014).
In the City department center of the municipality, no subsidies for green roofs are available. In other
departments of the municipality, like City Departement East there are subsidies available for green
roofs. Because of the shifts of responsibility, it is not clear how sustainable financial triggers could be
implemented and whether this can only done centrally. It is relevant to do more research on this.
Governance of transformation
In terms of governance, anticipating strategies on reducing flood risk need a long-term approach,
because big investments and extensive coordination are needed (van Herk et al, 2011), but because
Oostenburg is in transformation, many opportunities arise to reduce flood vulnerability in a relative fast
pace. The usual cycle of maintenance in Amsterdam is 50 years. The transition in Oostenburg is
promoted by the City planning service and in future plans for redevelopment of Oostenburg. The
transformation process will go on for a much longer period of time, which will lead to even more social
and economical changes in the area.
Students from the HVA state that municipalities use the wrong strategies in anticipating on heavy
rainfall. As long as there are no incidents, water nuisance will not receive much political attention. The
uncertainty surrounding extreme precipitation eventscan be a cause for municipalities to wait with
measures for anticipation on these weather incidents. Either there is too little attention or political
pressure to make some changes, or there have been too many incidents, which leads to overinvestment
in expensive underground sewage options. They propose that a right plan of approach and knowledge
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about the issue for civil servants at municipalities makes it able to prevent an impasse , as well as
impulse investment (HVA: Kluck, van Hogezand, van Dijk, van der Meulen, & Straatman, 2013).
Participation
The municipality initiates participation meetings on the development projects, which are visited by
between 60 to 80 people. It means part of the residents is willing to get involved in the transformation
processes. This could be an opportunity to increase awareness on rainproof topics.

Attractiveness
Besides the process of governance of an adaptation strategy, institutional structures and cultural
elements could be barriers to adaptation, which require a broader change than governance methods.
measures should be attractive for a good implementation. It is supported if it contributes to the
attractiveness of the area.
Policy provides opportunities for rainproof measures, but the main motives for development or
transformation are economic and attractive measures for the city. There is not a clear policy on
sustainable measures and also there is not yet a widespread support and knowledge of the rainproof
motives. It indicates that adaptation to heavy precipitation events is not a high priority and the
municipality has limited leverage in requesting for more sustainable designs in development plan.
Change is most likely to occur through cost-attractive sustainable implementations, that indirectly
contribute to more adaptation to heavy rainfall, because that is the main motive expressed by the policy
makers and government officials in this research.

5.2 Public and commercial organizations
The area of Oostenburg is experiencing a transition process, which translates in changes of use for many
buildings. There is a mix of business oriented and service oriented establishments. The research employs
the stakeholder analysis to investigate the barriers and opportunities the stakeholders are confronted
with. The stakeholder analysis is part of stakeholder theory which is a theory of management and
business ethics. In management theory, most scholars divide stakeholders into four main groups, which
are internal stakeholders, customers, suppliers, and the local community around the firm (Shafiq et al.,
2014). As Jones states in Shafiq et al.:
‘Stakeholder theory provides a platform for identifying key groups to whom a firm should direct its social efforts and
also represents a foundation for discerning the relationships among various indicators of firm performance’ (2014, p.
686).

Furthermore, Jones (1995, in Shafiq et al., 2014) singles out two important roles under which
stakeholders operate and in this case help shape the social behaviour of an organization. Firstly
stakeholders act as a source of expectations about what constitutes desirable and undesirable firm
performance and secondly, they check how well the expectations have been met.
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The stakeholders talked about in this part can be divided in more public oriented stakeholders, like
housing corporations such as Stadsgenoot and cultural initiatives like Mediametic and more private or
commercial oriented stakeholders, like working units, office spaces, catering services, retailers and
industries. There are some bigger business complexes in the neighbourhood, as well as smaller local
businesses.
Oostenburg has the unique characteristic to entail a huge public area that is owned by a housing
corporation and not the municipality. This housing corporation, Stadgenoot, is the owner of the
industrial terrain in Oostenburg North. Their aim is to let this part of Oostenburg change organically and
slowly let it transform into the area they envision. At the moment, about 65.000 m2 is used as working
spaces (INIT, Rosa &Rita, Roest). In the new plans, there will be 138.000 m2 of newly built area and
there is a wish to add 40.000 to 50.000 m2 of working space to that. Also there will be housing (social,
private or owner-occupied housing), but everything will be developed in line with their long-term
development plan (Stadgenoot & Urhahn, 2013).
Stadgenoot’s plan is developed by 'Kleine Wibaut', a group of planner-researchers, who implemented a
vision of 'open transformation' with small-scaled development and a lot of space for initiative. In
Oostenburg, it is mainly the municipality and 'Pakhuis de Zwijger' that facilitate interaction about this
development with residents and other stakeholders.

5.2.1 Methodology
The methods chosen to obtain data from and about the stakeholders we identified are observation in
the field, literature review and semi-structured interviews. Semi-structured interviews were chosen
because of the spectrum of information that can be acquired. These interviews follow a form of
interview schedule with suggested topics, but there is scope for the interviewees to develop their
responses (Desai & Potter, 2006). By choosing to use this particular technique, every important area will
be covered, but also it gives the stakeholders that will be interviewed the space to express their
thoughts in a more open way (Desai & Potter, 2006). The following schedule with topics was used to
structure the interviews:
1. Small discussion of what rainproof is and familiarity with Amsterdam Rainproof.
2. Quick overview of the business’ volume and possible relevant data (workers, surface of the property,
how this affects the whole neighbourhood).
3. Businesses’ practices and sustainability (CSR). Potential rainproof practices (Awareness of possible
effects of heavy rain on surroundings/ own business property/ neighbourhood).
4. Inquiry on sustainable projects already taken and participation in initiatives.
5. Discussion on past heavy rain effects.
6. Inquiry on respondents’ will to engage in future adaptations/modifications, rainproof fixes to
maximize protection (we will suggest solutions that could be applicable in each case/use/surface and
collect reactions).
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The topics are articulated in this way in order to efficiently operationalize the stakeholders’
characteristics in relation to the opportunities and barriers. This includes characteristics such as their
‘volume’ and tenancy status, but also important features such as the land area specific stakeholders
occupy, their proximity to water, to sewage and to soft spots (vulnerable) of the area. Furthermore, we
paid attention to characteristics such as the type of building and restrictions due to the building’s status
and other physical barriers (i.e. rooftop, space to gather rainwater).

5.2.2 The stakeholders
The following public and commercial stakeholders were contacted:
Stadgenoot
The housing cooperation Stadgenoot has been the owner of most of the terrain and properties of
Oosterburg North and is eager to transform the area. We had the opportunity to have an interview with
Stadgenoot’s development manager of the Stadswerf project in Oostenburg North, Albert Ravenstein.
Roest
Roest is a cafe and a creative space for theater, film and music. It is one of the biggest commercial
stakeholders in Oostenburg, co-owned by Nadia Duinker who was interviewed. The building and plot of
Roest is rented from Stadgenoot.
Mediamatic
Located in the van Gendthallen, Mediamatic is a cultural platform with a focus on art and technology,
and the use of those for society. Several of their projects involve sustainability. Their current project is
related to aquaponics, located in one of the warehouses of the Van Gendthallen. We spoke with two of
the founding members, Jans Possel and Willem Velthoven.
Wiener&Co development
Wiener & Co: Is an inner city development project of Heijmans Vastgoed (real estate developers) on the
corner of Oostenburgergracht and Oostenburgervoorstraat, on the southwestern corner of the
neighbourhood. It used to be a big shipyard, but is now transformed into housing of 76 new units. We
gained great insights on the project through an interview with Luitje Douma and Sjaak Snoek, the
assistant project manager and technical coordinator responsible for the project in the Municipality of
Amsterdam.
We didn’t manage to communicate with representatives of the Innit building, because despite our
efforts the employees of the company that owns and maintains the building did not have time to talk
with us. We also did not have the chance to talk with someone from Bugaboo,the corporation that
bought Van Gendthallen from Stadgenoot because of time constraints of the research. Both “(non)
responses” are evident of the nature of the area, namely transformation, because the first is a
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multinational corporation owning a big business complex and the second is a newly arrived stakeholder
investing in the area.

5.2.3 Analysis
The analysis of the data obtained about the stakeholders is structured around the following three core
themes: awareness about rainproof, barriers and opportunities, and willingness to adapt. These themes
were identified in order to adequately address the research question as posed in the beginning of this
chapter.
Awareness about rainproof
From the interviews it became clear that the extent of the awareness of rainproof strategies differs
greatly between the stakeholders. Stadgenoot is very much aware of the concept of rainproof and the
representative that was interviewed mentioned he knows Amsterdam Rainproof. Stadgenoot has for
instance some grey water experiments, specifically as a pilot program. Though it is only limited to their
office buildings. Besides their investment in Oostenburg-North, Stadgenoot has 35.000 houses in
Amsterdam. Problems occur on the roofs and they have regular rainfall problems. They are aware of
water damages in the gardens of the buildings. In the case of Oostenburg, Ravenstein expressed there is
the need for a new drainage system, since because of its industrial character, the old rainwater system
hasn’t been maintained for 10-15 years. Nadia Duinker of Roest also remembered she knew the
Waternet initiative, when we explained the purpose of our interview. She had a vague knowledge of
rainproof strategies, although she was familiar with several of the suited measures such as green roofs.
She is interested in sustainable and rainproof adaptations. The Mediamatic representatives were also
empirically aware of sustainable and rainproof adaptations, but not the initiative itself. They were very
well-informed, for example they considered green roofs for their warehouse. They could also state with
details where water nuisances happen in the area (though those are relatively low). Lastly, the
representatives from the municipality we spoke to about Wiener&Co were highly aware of several
bottlenecks and measures within a broader sustainability sense but not of the rainproof strategy or the
initiative. Since we only managed to speak to the people from the municipality involved with the
project, but not the actual developers of Wiener&Co it is impossible to assess their awareness about
rainproof.
Barriers and opportunities
The barriers the different stakeholders face to implement rainproof measures are very different. For
example, the biggest barrier for Stadgenoot is that they cannot invest in making their already existing
buildings rainproof because they would have to get the money back from rents, which is limited. They
see rainproof measures as part of the necessary sustainability adaptations that existing buildings should
have, but the current market realities hinders them to realise this kind of investment on a big scale.
When it comes to the development of Oostenburg-North, Albert Ravenstein expressed eagerness to
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take into account the advice of Waternet to make it rainproof. Since the development is still in the
designing process, it would be more cost effective than when adapting already existing buildings. This
connects with the statement of a representative from de Alliantie, who thinks sustainable measures
cannot be taken in social housing, because it would be too costly in design and maintenance (M. Schaap,
de Alliantie report personal communication, 13 October 2014). For this reason, like Ravenstein, he
suggests that sustainability must be embedded in development plans. However, for existing buildings
Ravenstein expressed that they are limited to adapting the roofs, which is not ideal because they require
more maintenance. On top of that, regarding monumental buildings, they have to make sure the outer
structure stays intact and they have to consider the protected city view.
For Roest, the monumental status of the building also poses a barrier, since it puts restrictions on what
is allowed to change. According to Mrs. Duinker the biggest barrier for rainproof practices currently is
the temporal, renting status of the company. She mentioned: “I would invest if I was sure I wouldn’t lose
my investment, if we bought the place we would invest” (Nadia Duinker, personal communication, 17
October 2014). The ground around Roest is contaminated due to its old industrial purpose. This limits
the possibilities they could have for, for example, urban agriculture: ‘I wouldn’t eat it’ she adds.
Underneath the beach next to the building, there is a canvas that prevents mixing with the soil
underneath. She also said that probably housing will be built on the ground around Roest, which in the
future will limit the freedom they now have.
As mentioned before, Mediamatic considered green roofs but the monumental status of the
warehouses prevented them from doing so. During the interview we realised that their barriers and
opportunities would not be relevant for this research because they are moving in another area.
When it comes to Wiener&Co project, there is some space for introducing rainproof adaptations at this
planning process, since it is still in the form of design and not yet realised. The municipality officials
admitted though that besides standard EPC regulations, they cannot influence whether such
adaptations will actually be implemented because Wiener&Co is a commercial project as opposed to
projects commissioned by the municipality itself. This means that it is mainly in the hands of the future
owners, since they can put pressure on the developers to make modifications in the design. This will
mean extra costs and inevitably have effects on the price of the houses. However, one direct ‘rainproof’
regulation that the municipality enforces is the ban on use of building materials that might be bad for
rainwater usage, like copper. It seems that in the eyes of Snoek and Douma, the barrier for Wiener&Co
is the dependency on individual buyers’ willingness to ask and pay for adaptations.
Willingness to adapt
For Stadgenoot, their willingness to adapt goes hand in hand with the intentions of the municipality.
Ravenstein favors changes such as tilted and green roofs or the change of rainwater flows from the
buildings but he believes it will be efficient only if the public space is simultaneously adapted. He
seemed sceptical about the likelihood of the municipality making such changes at the moment. On top
of that, Stadgenoot already uses an expectation of more rainfall in their calculations for new buildings,
which means they will make the pipes and drains bigger.
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For Roest, possible projects will be mainly weighed in on their costs and effectiveness. If subsidies would
be available Mrs. Duinker would be very interested in knowing and using them for further investments.
She mentioned she considered putting solar panels on the roof, but realised that the monumental status
of the building influences the possibilities for this, since the restrictions are mainly concentrated on the
outlooks and the structure of the building).
Since Mediamatic will be leaving their current building their willingness to adapt is not particularly
relevant for Oostenburg, but it is worth mentioning. They expressed during the interview the will to get
advice from Waternet on rainproof strategies for their new location.
Regarding the Wiener&Co project, the municipality seems to think, that the developers’ willingness to
adapt would derive from what the market will want and asks for.

5.4 Conclusion
The most important findings about the public and commercial stakeholders can be summarized in the
following table:
Table 5.2.1. Public and commercial stakeholder findings.

Stadgenoot

Awareness

Barriers and
opportunities

Willingness to adapt

Aware of both the concept of
rainproof, rainproof strategies
and specific measures

Existing buildings:
high costs and
monumental status
New projects:
High costs, monumental
status and tenancy status

Dependent on
municipality and
subsidies

High costs and
monumental status

Willing but not relevant
for Oostenburg
anymore
Dependent on future
buyers

Roest

Aware of specific measures,
vague knowledge of rainproof
strategies
Mediamatic Empirical knowledge of
strategies
Wiener&Co

Not available

Dependency on future
buyers

Dependent on
subsidies

As can be seen above, the public and commercial stakeholders are more or less aware of adaptation
measures that are part of rainproof strategies without necessarily knowing what rainproof entails. For
example, they know about green roofs and grey water management but they consider it a sustainable,
non-urgent measure. The stakeholders show different levels of recognition about the urgency of
implementing rainproof strategies, which combined with specific barriers means that not all of them are
or would be actually able to realise them. The unifying barrier between the different stakeholders is the
costs of adaptations. Also, in the case of Roest the temporary character of their tenancy status poses a
particular barrier to making the property more rainproof since the investment would be temporary too.
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In the case of the public stakeholders, they seem to perceive rainproofing as merely costs rather than
benefits. The current market realities constrain them to make big investments in these adaptations,
which is justified by the lack of urgency. Both Stadgenoot and Roest would be motivated with subsidies
and according to the municipality officials, the developer of Wiener&Co would be motivated by future
buyers’ requests.
The presence of stakeholders like Roest or Mediamatic in Oostenburg influences the current
development, adding attractiveness to the area. Developers like the ones of the Wiener&Co project tap
into this added value created in the neighbourhood to realize their plans. This shows that the different
stakeholders interact, which is where rainproof strategy can tap in and have a real impact on future
adaptations.

5.3 Transformation by citizens
5.3.1 Importance of residents
The capacity of urban institutions to protect citizens against extreme climatic events, like intense
rainfall, is being reduced because of the changing nature of climatic conditions; climatic events start to
get less predictable and common, which makes it more difficult for urban institutions to anticipate on
(Wamsler and Brink, 2014). A new approach is needed to urban adaptation on climate change. This is
where the citizens could play an important role. According to Wamsler and Brink (2014), there is a clear
lack of knowledge regarding the adaptive capacities of citizens (on the individual level but also on the
household level). This research tries to provide a contribution to this knowledge gap. Interesting is to
look at the opinions of residents in Oostenburg on how they think they could contribute to a rainproof
Oostenburg.
To make a change in Oostenburg it is important to involve every stakeholder of the area. As the slogan
of the Rainproof initiative says, “Every Drop Counts”. It is important for the residents of Oostenburg to
understand the problems related to water scarcity and more intense rainfall. Mostly the residents of a
neighbourhood are not aware of the possible nuisances related to future increase in rainfall (Rainproof,
2014). It is important to raise awareness of the risks of more intense rainfall to reduce the vulnerability
and make community members prepared for more intense rainfall (Hellmuth, 2007).
Oostenburg is a neighbourhood in a transformation process; there are a lot of new initiatives happening.
This makes the neighbourhood more attractive for other citizens. Stadswerf Oostenburg, wants to
involve the residents and the future residents of Oostenburg in the transformation process of the
neighbourhood. The whole idea of the transformation is to make the neighbourhood more open,
literally by making buildings more open but also not-literally by creating a more open vibe between
stakeholders. The latter means creating an environment where stakeholders will exchange information
and knowledge. This will be achieved by providing places where people could meet each other
(Stadswerf Oostenburg, 2013). For this it is interesting to investigate how community members interact
and communicate with each other to contribute to change within Oostenburg. So the idea of
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transformation by Stadswerf is in line with the central thought of Rainproof, everyone should be
involved in making change happen successfully.
It is important to keep in mind that the future residents Oostenburg is attracting could play a huge role
in the transformation process towards a rainproof Oostenburg. One of the reasons is they will represent
a large part of Oostenburg (See 5.1 about Oostenburg-noord). Unfortunately, it is very difficult to
approach the potential residents of Oostenburg.

5.3.2 Questionnaire
To investigate the perspectives of residents, a questionnaire is used (see annex A). This questionnaire
differs from the approach of Amsterdam Rainproof, while they try to reach the active residents by
campaigns at intermediair companies as Infratuin. By means of a questionnaire it is possible to reach
more residents in the short amount of time there is for this research and also to know their motives,
barriers and commitment. The questions consist of closed and open questions related to the
perspectives of residents towards rainwater in Oostenburg. The questions and categories are based on
the ‘vulnerability approach’ (Van Riel, 2011). This approach divides the vulnerability into: material,
economic, health, emergency assistance impacts, and discomfort. The category ‘health impacts’ is not
used since it is irrelevant for the study.
The first set of questions until question 3 is general questions about the resident and whether the
respondent is familiar with the initiative Rainproof. Question 4 to 6, is related to their experiences with
rainwater in Oostenburg. The questions are connected to the rainfall on the 28th of July and rain
nuisances in the past 5 year. Additionally, respondents are asked if they made a report for the nuisances
and at which institution. Question 7 to 9 is about the possible solutions to collect rainwater.
Respondents are asked if they are familiar with certain solutions and what would be possible for them.
The final questions (10 to 12) are open questions related to the feeling the respondent has towards the
transformation process of Oostenburg and their involvement in Oostenburg, and their opinion on the
initiative Amsterdam Rainproof. The analysis is based on categorizing answers of respondents, quotes
and a Chi-square test is used to see the correlation between the type of house and the ability of a
respondent to collect rainwater.

5.3.3 Results
5.3.3.1 Perspectives on Rainfall
Firstly, a brief characterization of the interviewed residents is given. In total 59 residents were filled in
the questionnaire. From these residents the minimum age was 18 years old and the oldest respondent
was 84 years, the mean age of the respondents was 44 years old. To get a representative group of
respondents the 52,5% consisted of men and 47,5% of women. Additionally, most of the respondents
lived in the Conradstraat (35,6%) or the Czaarpeterstraat (30,5%). The other respondents consist of
various streets in Oostenburg. The non-responds was ?.. (see Appendix Log-book). From the
respondents, just one was familiar with the initiative Rainproof.
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On the 28th of July 17 respondents, which is 29,3%, experienced rain nuisances. Mostly these nuisances
consisted of water pools on the street (13,9% of all respondents). These pools are mostly located at
parking spots. Quote from respondent A (age 65):
“After the rainfall on the 28th of July people had to stand in 30cm of water to get to their car that was
standing on the parking lot”.
Further, inside flooding or sewage flooding were experienced as well as nuisances (with both 11,9% of
all the residents). These nuisances happened for 75% at the Conradstraat and Czaarpeterstraat. The
inside flooding is generally related to the flooding of basements and the sewage flooding to the leaves
of trees that fill the drainage system on streets. Therefore one of the solutions to protect Oostenburg
against rainwater (more green) could in some occasions cause troubles. Residents did not have
problems with water that stayed on the roof or in the garden, speculative reasons could be that most
respondents do not have a garden or live in social housing/flat.
Generally, the thoughts of respondents on the initiative Rainproof could be categorized in three groups.
Most respondents (66,1%) thought are it is good to create awareness of future problems with rain, but
they do not see any major problems now. Another, group (8,9%) also think it is good to create
awareness, but they do not think it is up to them to do something about drainage of rainwater; they do
not feel they have the power to do so or they think it is the responsibility of the city hall. Quote
respondent B (age 45):
“Good initiative, but I pay enough taxes to have them change things themselves. Initiative-wise I think I
do enough by having good connections to my neighbours”.
Additionally, some respondents think it is nonsense to have an initiative focused on rainwater (25%).
Quote respondent C (age unknown):
“This research is unnecessary, I do not believe in climate change”.

5.3.3.2 Awareness and triggers
The awareness of possibilities, motivations to use them, together with the perspectives on rain
nuisances will give a slight insight in the willingness of respondents to become more rainproof. Most of
the respondents were aware of the some of the proposed possibilities to collect rainwater (88,1%). The
rainwater barrel was the most known, 84,7% of the respondents knew about this possibility (see table
5.3.1). The most unknown possibilities were the blue roof and the water square, with both 86,4% of the
respondents did not knew this possibility.
But when people are aware of the possibilities to collect rainwater, it does not mean they are willing to
use these possibilities. When asking the respondents what they think they could do to collect rainwater
the majority says they are not able to do anything since they live in an apartment not on the first or last
floor and do not have space to do anything. When respondents have a balcony they already have plants
on the balcony, so they think they cannot do anything more. Another group of respondents say they
could maybe use a water-tank, but they do not experience any rain nuisances. So their willingness is
strongly related to their perspective on rain nuisances in Oostenburg. Quote respondent D (age 30):
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“I think it only matters to people who actually experience problems, otherwise it's hard to be motivated
to change something.”
When looking at what would motivate residents to collect rainwater their first and second motivations
would be to save money. Note: the options to save money by less water/energy/sewage tax are grouped
together, because it these were all high without a huge difference (see figure 5.3.1). The option to
prevent damage is mostly low which confirms the residents do not experience much rain nuisances. To
this question was answered by 95% of the respondents.

Another observation is that respondents have different relations with their house, some respondents
bought the house (10,2%) and most respondents rent the house (72,9%). The hypothesis, there is no
correlation between type of house and ability to collect rainwater is with 95% confidence confirmed; A
Chi-square test is used (Peason Chi-square was 0,995) (see figure 5.3.2). Note: it is uncertain if the
division of the sample is representative for the type of house. Certain is that the social-housing is
overrepresented in Oostenburg.
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5.3.3.4 Engagement residents and Oostenburg

In figure 5.3.3, it shown how the respondents experience the transformation of Oostenburg. In total
79,7% (47 respondents) noticed something of a transformation. The figure shows residents mostly
mentioned the construction sites as a way in which they experience the transformation of Oostenburg;
37% of the total answers. Generally these construction sites are not conceived well; they make noise
and residents are sceptic about the improvement it will deliver. This is linked to one of the most
experienced transformation categories, namely the new residents coming into the neighbourhood
(14%). According to some residents this is destroying the social cohesion of the neighbourhood because
these new residents do not come outside their house. Quote respondent E (age 54):
“They do not come outside of their house, I do not know them; they have different ideas about how to
connect with the neighbourhood”.
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The renovation of houses gives a safer feeling (19% mentioned this) and the development of
Oostenburg-noord (like Roest) is also conceived well. Oostenburg-noord (Roest) is a place where
residents can connect with other residents and people from other neighbourhoods.

In total, 64,4% (34 respondents) do not feel connected with the transformation of Oostenburg. These
people do not feel connected with the transformation of Oostenburg generally because just does not
have a priority for them (45% of all answers). Additionally, people do not feel connected to the
transformation because they are not asked for projects. So people need to be asked more for them to
participate (see figure 5.3.4). Reasons why people do feel connected to the transformation of the
neighbourhood is because they, have contact with their neighbours and feel social cohesion with in the
neighbourhood (see figure 5.3.5). Oostenburg is conceived as a village within the big city, where
everybody knows each other. Quote respondent E (age 72):
“There is a social control in the neighbourhood. People check if neighbours are alright at home. You will
not die and stay dead in your apartment for long in these neighbourhoodʺ.
Residents often do not know or have no interest in going to meetings about the neighbourhood. As
mentioned earlier, it is not a priority. In total 23,7% of the respondents knows about the meetings (from
the city hall, Community center De Witte Boei or at Pakhuis de Zweijger) via
flyers/newspapers/questionnaires. Although there are meetings being provided, some respondents do
not feel they could have an influence in the decision making process. Quote respondent F (age 61):
“I feel like the municipality is always making deals with us, but in the end they do what they want.”
Although some think they are powerless, a substantial part of the respondents (64,4%), that
experienced rain nuisances at the 28th , did report it at higher institutions (like: The City Hall, Housing
cooperation’s, VVE, Waternet). Not only some respondents feel powerless to make a change but also
they feel it is not their job to take care of rain nuisances. Quote respondent G (age 63):
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“I feel attached to the neighbourhood and like to know how it goes with the residents, but I do not want
to get involved into work of the municipality”.
So attachment to the neighbourhood and social cohesion is not the golden answer to making rainproof
measures in Oostenburg. The residents need to see the value of coming together. To trigger them clear
measure options should be offered. Although the possibilities are for some residents more limited than
for others, in both cases they could be triggered by give them an overview on how much money they
could save with the measure and by convincing them rainproof measures are good environmentalfriendly. It is important to convince residents their opinion is of great value; talking face-to-face will
probably have a greater impact than flyers because just 23,7% of the respondents mentioned they get
approached in this way about meetings.

5.5 Conclusion: How to increase awareness and implementation in a
transformation process?
Several findings were revealed during the research on the stakeholders’ opportunities and barriers to
adapt and 'live' rainproof and how the relevant institutions contribute to this change. The information
from the stakeholders can be used to design an approach to increase awareness in water precipitation
events and promote the use of measures to prevent damage. In particular residents and commercial
stakeholders seem to have relatively low awareness. These four suggestions are integrated bottom-up
and top-down processes, which is why they can lead to proper implementation.
1.
Target group selection:
a. Focus on residents who have influence on their house, because they are
owners. These residents could make a bigger difference, because they can adapt
their houses themselves.
b. People who experience nuisance problems, are less inclined to adapt to heavy
rainfall, since there are little water problems.
c. Residents who are already involved and “active” in the neighbourhood , can be
a target group.
2. Inform people with clear tools on the costs and benefits of the possible adaptation
measures.
a. Focus on implementations that are fitting to the target group. Easy
communication tools can be used for this
b. Green roofs are found attractive. This is an opportunity for more promotion and
implementation.
3. Effective participation: Use the participation meetings that are organized by the
municipality to spread more knowledge on the importance of adapting to heavier
rainfall. Municipalities can be approached even more to adapt the rainproof strategy
and use it in participation methods.
4. Implementation leads to more implementation: stakeholders and municipality should
mutually enforce each other to use rainproof measures. Because firstly the measures
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are more effective if all parties are involved and second, because they mutually
stimulate each other.
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6. Discussion
Several aspects of our approach are subject for discussion:
Firstly the bottlenecks part is not a traditional research in itself. However, this information serves as
necessary background on which the other chapters continue. Bottlenecks are mainly based on
information from residents and could not be supported by literature. It was out of the scope of this
research to check for these results on exactness and completeness.
Regarding the technical part, a selection of methods has been studied. This selection covers a broad
range of solutions, but this can be debated by external viewers as many solutions could be addressed.
The conclusions are based on three aspects (suitablity, costs and effectiveness) and a SWOT-analysis.
These are subjective to a certain extend as they are of a qualitative rather than of a quantitative nature.
For the stakeholders, the questionnaire is taken in face-to-face interviews by six different interviewers.
The method to approach residents was discussed and streamlined, but still differences can occur
between the different interviewers. Also during the process, it turned out that some questions could
have been better phrased or designed. Due to time constraints, this could not be adjusted during the
process and therefore acknowledging this limits is necessary. A total of 58 residents is representative,
but is still a quantity which is sensitive towards coincidence.
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7. Integration
The technical applicability of measures in Oostenburg and triggers and barriers of stakeholders to use
these measures have been researched. The combination of these two themes are an indication for
suitable methods to work towards sustainable solutions with regard to rainproof adaptations. This
integration will give an answer to our main question: In what ways can the rainproof strategy be
implemented in the transformation process of Oostenburg? A flow diagram (figure 12.1) and is used to
visualise and supplement our results. A decision tree (figure 12.2) for Oostenburg has been constructed
as a possibly useful tool for the client. The integration, as can be seen in the flow diagram, will start with
the technical measures and their local applicability. This is related to the triggers and barriers of the top
down policy and governance and the bottom-up stakeholder processes that were obtained in the field.
Opportunities are established for implementation, containing a description of what rainproof measures
will be likely to find ground in Oostenburg.

Figure 12.1 Flow diagram showing the relationship between the different outcomes (technical, local applicability and
stakeholder analysis) from the study and the conclusions towards implementation of the technical measures.
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Technically and locally applicable measures
The measures that are suitable for the area, subdivided according to their local applicability, are the
following:
For the residential, commercial buildings:
1. Blue roofs were mainly selected because of their efficiency related to storage capacity.
2. Local decoupling was selected because this solution is relatively inexpensive.
3. Green roofs were selected because of the additional benefits they offer.
For the Public Urban areas:
4.
Hollow streets were selected due to their efficiency related to short term events
5.
Infiltration is likely to function because of the hydrological aspects of the area.
For the Public Green areas:
6.
A wadi was selected because this solution can be combined with new public green areas.
Water related:
7.
An intensive drainage system was selected because of its local applicability: the canals can store
a large amount of water.
These measures could be applied to a variety of locations in the neighbourhood. The SWOT analysis has
shown the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats related to the measures.

Triggers and barriers
The stakeholder analysis worked towards an assessment of the triggers and barriers that stakeholders
experience in top-down governance as well as in bottom-up initiatives. It is important to acknowledge
that the time dimension of changes in this area is of great importance for the rainproof changes that can
be implemented. Because the social representation of residents is changing, it is important to stay
involved in these changes to make sure that the strategy is up-to-date. The existing networks are
relevant, but not the sole solution on the longer term. House owners and social housing residents are
relative stable factors in the area. A shift from social housing towards house ownership is expected. The
developers will leave the area after finalization of the development projects. The stakeholder analysis
points out entrepreneurs as more dynamic stakeholders. The following triggers and barriers can be
distinguished. The most important conclusions that come forth from the stakeholder analysis are shown
below in combination with the most applicable measures. The division of top-down and bottom up
relates to the division in the technical description: The public urban and green areas and water are
regulated top down, the residential and commercial properties are driven by bottom-up processes:
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Triggers
Top-down
Awareness: The municipality is increasingly aware of rainproof, but is mainly triggered by attractiveness
and economic value of developments.
Damage prevention: Extreme precipitation events can cause costly damages to houses, public buildings
and infrastructure. This is an important realization for all stakeholders.
Policy: Policy provides room for implementation of rainproof measures, but is not yet pro-active enough.
Timing: In the plots in development, there is no fixed design yet, which means that rainproof measures
can be taken into account from the start.
Value: Water Prestation Coefficient could be implemented in the building code, as already happened
with energy. This can increase the value of water Green space is of great value to the city of Amsterdam
and will therefore be preserved. In Oostenburg, a parking space will turn into a park. This is a trigger,
because a good example can lead to more rainproof implementations.
Bottom-up
Timing: New actors move into the area and can implement rainproof thoughts from the start.
Ownership: The proportion of social housing and private housing will change during the process of social
transformation. This means that ownership over property will increase in the future.
Value: The investment of measures like green roofs increase the value of these houses even more.
Positive feedback: When a rainproof measure is implemented more awareness will be created in return.

Barriers
Top-down
Priorities: The municipality focusses on attractiveness and economic viability of the area and does not
yet take rainproof measures into account.
Incentives: There are no financial incentives to promote rainproof measure except for green roofs/blue
roofs, which means that other forms of incentives should be found.
Monuments: Due to the monumental status old industrial area (van Gendthallen) the external
appearance and the structure of the buildings cannot be changed
Bottom-up
Ownership: The majority of residents is in social housing and have no ownership on their houses.
Urgency: People do not experience nuisance problems and say that they do not experience urgency to
cooperate with changes.
Opportunity: People without a garden/rooftop have less opportunity to install rainproof measures.
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Decision tree for rainproof adaptations

Figure 12.2: A decision tree that visualizes the options for rainproof measures, as a tool for communication towards
stakeholders.
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Conclusion: Opportunities for implementation of the rainproof strategy.
The rainproof strategy can be implemented in Oostenburgs’ transformation process in ways that we
describe as opportunities below:
The role of the municipality in adaptation to extreme rainfall events is mainly focused on the prevention
of damage to housing and public space. Therefore a focus on urgency to create awareness is needed.
The municipality is the most stable actor identified in the area and that is why main opportunities can
arise for implementation at the right moment of development processes in Oostenburg.
In addition, value creation is an inherent part of the transformation process in Oostenburg, using
rainproof measures can be combined with increasing the value of the neighbourhood even further.
Green and blue roofs are in line with this strategy. On a municipal level, creating more green space in
combination with a wadi on the area next to the Wiener and co project will also create more value to
the area.
On a residential level it is expected that the ongoing transformation will increase the number of house
owners in the area, as house owners have a higher incentive to create value and protect their property.
People who are already involved, in for example owner collectives, can make the biggest difference.
New entrepreneurs in Oostenburg could be fast adapters of rainproof measures and stimulate
awareness in the neighbourhood.
Our findings show that financial triggers such as tax reduction for green/ blue roofs and local decoupling
are likely to be successful as saving money are important motives for residents and high costs are
important barriers for commercial stakeholders.
With the above mentioned opportunities, rainproof can be implemented, but in the current situation,
for the majority of stakeholders, it is unlikely that they would implement rainproof measures. Residents
and commercial stakeholders show low awareness related to the damage that could be caused by heavy
rainfall and therefore they should be informed. A decision tree is a visualization of the options that are
available for all stakeholders that could be used as a communication tool. An example is shown in Figure
12.2.
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Annex 1: Questionnaire
Straatnaam + huisnummer:................................................................................................... Man/Vrouw
1. Leeftijd: .........
2. Hoe lang woont u al in Oostenburg? ......... jaar (bij minder dan 1 jaar ........ maanden)
3. Bent u bekend met Amsterdam Rainproof? ja / nee
Afgelopen zomer zijn er verschillende wolkbreuken in Nederland geweest, zo ook boven Amsterdam op maandag
28 juli, waarbij verschillende tunnels en metrostations zijn ondergelopen.
4. Heeft u overlast ervaren van de regenval afgelopen 28 juli*?
❏ Nee, Geen overlast
❏ Ja, namelijk:
❏ Grote plassen op straat
❏ Ruimtes in het huis die blank staan
❏ Water dat op het dak blijft liggen
❏ Overstort (overlopen) van riolen op straat
❏ Buitenruimte (tuin/balkon) met grote plassen
❏ anders, namelijk:
...................................................
...........................................................
5. Heeft u in de afgelopen 5 jaar water overlast gehad door regenval?
❏ Nee, Geen overlast
❏ Ja, namelijk:
❏ Grote plassen op straat
❏ Ruimtes in het huis die blank staan
❏ Water dat op het dak blijft liggen
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❏ Overstort (overlopen) van riolen op straat
❏ Buitenruimte (tuin/balkon) met grote plassen
❏ anders, namelijk:
6a. Heeft u in het verleden melding gedaan van regenwateroverlast (in Oostenburg) bij instanties (de gemeente/
Waternet/ VVE/ Woningbouwcooperatie etc.)?
O ja O nee (ga naar vraag 8)
6b. Zo ja: wanneer én bij welke instantie?
6c. Zo ja, wat was de reden van uw melding (omschrijf de gebeurtenis)?
6d. Zo ja, wat veroorzaakte de regenwateroverlast?
7. Bent u bekend met de volgende oplossingen om regenwater op te vangen en te gebruiken? (zie plaatjes die
interviewer bij zich heeft)
❏ Regenton
❏ Een groen dak
❏ Een blauw dak
❏ Meer planten in de tuin, minder bestrating
❏ Een waterplein
❏ Regenwater gebruiken voor je toilet of tuin
❏ Holle wegen
8. Wat zou voor u mogelijk zijn om regenwater op te vangen (leg uit waarom)?
9. Wat zou u motiveren om regenwater te gebruiken in en rond uw huis? (Meer dan één antwoord mogelijk)
❏ Geld besparen door minder gebruik van water
❏ Geld besparen door minder gebruik van energie
❏ Geld besparen door minder rioolheffing
❏ Mileuvriendelijker leven
❏ Een mooier huis
❏ Samen zorgen dat de buurt regenbestendig wordt
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❏ Schade aan mijn eigen huis voorkomen
❏ anders, namelijk: …………………………………………..
Oostenburg word beschreven als een wijk die zich in een veranderingsproces bevind. Met verandering word onder
andere bedoeld dat er meer lokale projecten worden gestart (zoals Amsterdam Roest of meer nieuwbouw). Het
idee van de verandering die in Oostenburg plaats vind is dat de wijk opener word. Hiermee word bedoeld dat de
gebouwen meer open worden maar ook dat de mensen meer met elkaar in contact kunnen komen.
10a. Wat merkt u van dit veranderingsproces (geef voorbeelden)?
10b. Voelt u zich betrokken bij de verandering van Oostenburg?
❏ Ja (ga naar 10d)
❏ Nee (ga naar 10c)
10c. Zo nee, waarom voelt u zich niet betrokken bij de verandering van Oostenburg?
10d Zo ja, hoe voelt u zich betrokken bij de verandering van Oostenburg?
10e. Leg het antwoord op 10d uit. (voor interviewer: Welke locatie heeft u vooral contact; en waarom; waarover
praat u met uw buurtbewoners (wateroverlast); hoe bent u in contact gekomen met de projecten; hoe bent u
betrokken bij de projecten)
11. Welke mogelijkheden zijn er om met de gemeente of andere overheidsinstanties te discussiëren over
Oostenburg?
12. Wat is uw mening over het anticiperen op toekomstige regenoverlast (extra opmerkingen over het initiatief
Rainproof)?
De resultaten zullen worden verwerkt in een rapport voor Rainproof Amsterdam, zodat zij verder kunnen met het
verspreiden van hun visie binnen Amsterdam. Tevens zal het rapport worden beoordeeld door de Universiteit
Utrecht. Voor meer informatie kunt u contact opnemen door te mailen naar info@rainproof.nl of door de site
http://
www.rainproof.nl/ te bezoeken. We willen u hartelijk bedanken voor uw medewerking.
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Annex 2: Logbook stakeholders
QUESTIONNAIRES IN
OOSTENBURG
Filled out a
questionnaire

Not at home

Touwbaan Centrum

13, 39

1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 15, 17,
19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29,
35
29, 31, 33, 11

Nieuwe
Oostenburgerdwarsstraat

11D

11B, 11C

11A

17A, 17B, 17C, 17D,
19A, 19D, 19F

19B

Residents

Nieuwe Oostenburgerstraat

Not willing to have
interview

Oostenburgervoorstraat

28, 34, 79D

75A, 75C, 77A, 77B

73, 75B, 79A

Conradstraat

68F, 78, 80D

45,41,39

43,47,35,49

Zeeburgerstraat

108

Croquisstraat

1F, 1H,

Boulevardpad

27,31

Other Stakeholders
Worker Stormer Marine

Employee on Czaar Peter
straat

On commercial
interests on the
Czaar peter straat

INTERVIEWS ABOUT
OOSTENBURG
Stakeholders

De Alliantie

Contactperson

Contact-history

First through Eva
van Zijl, now
through group 10 via
Eva van Zijl
Marieke Top
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Stadgenoot

info e-mail adres

Eigen Haard

Through group 11

Café Roest

Barman & Nadia

no established
contact yet

No established
contact yet

Bugaboo

Stadsdeel Centrum Loek van Lammeren

No established
contact yet

Buurthuis 'De Witte Boei' No contactperson yet

Experts
Waterschap Amstel

Waternet
Participatiemakelaar
Oostenburg

Kasper Spaan

contact through
group 10

Mevr. Douma

First contact with
Stephany van Veen
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Annex 3: Interviews about Oostenburg
Stakeholders

Contactperson

Contact-history

Eva van Zijl

Eva van Zijl can not help, she
said. Technical person of the
organization was not
interested, because of
personal circumstances

info e-mail adres

Meeting with Albert
Ravestein,development
project manager, on Thursday
23 october 9.00

Through group 11

Interview on friday, Machiel
and someone else from group
11 are going

Café Roest

Barman & Nadia

Meeting with Nadia Duinker,
Co-owner,on friday october
17th, 11.00

Mediametic

Director: Jan Possel

Interview on october 17th.

De Alliantie

Stadgenoot

Eigen Haard

Bugaboo

Never replied

Buurthuis 'De Witte Boei'

No contactperson yet

Reply, but no time

Kiki Lauterslager

Chairman entrepeneur
association

No interest

Loek van Lammeren,
Paul Stalenberg

Meeting with Loek van
Lammeren and Paul
Stalenberg on Tuesday 28
october, 15.00

Luitje Douma, Sjaak
Snoek

Meeting with Luitje Douma
and Sjaak Snoek, assistant
project manager and project
coordinator,on monday 20
october, 9.30

Jeroen de Jong

Meeting with Jeroen de Jong,
on Monday 27th of October,
14.00

Kasper Spaan

Meeting with Kasper Spaan,
Planner Rainproof
Amsterdam, Waternet on
monday 20 october

Gemeente Amsterdam
(Oostenburg North)

Gemeente Amsterdam Wiener&Co terrein
Ingenieursbureau
Amsterdam

Waternet
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